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RUPERT STEEL & TERRA(:E-KITiMA'|" 
ally h Seal cove Rd,, Pr, Rupert 624-5639 j 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Call as - We are 
open Not throul[h Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Ful ton 
• .asks for 
laws to 
govern 
tanker 
traffic 
Friday, November 30. 1979 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Jim Fulton, the NDP 
MP for Skeena today 
called en the government 
to legislate safeguards 
for the transport  of 
Alaskan oil down the B.C. 
coastline. 
Speaking in the 
Commons today, Fulton 
said the government's  
intent to insure en- 
vironmental protection to 
the coastline should be 
transmitted to the U.S. 
President J immy Carter. 
"We need legislation 
assurance from the 
government  that  
American action will not 
be unilaterally adopted or 
continued at the expense 
of our interests," Fulton 
said. "With President 
Carter 's  decision this 
government has an op- 
pertunity to make our 
genuine concei'ns about 
existing and new tanker 
traff ic heard in 
Washington." 
Fulton appears upset 
over the failure of either 
Clark or the previous Sheley (Cindy Johnston) is rather leery of the advances of Howard (Dave 
l iberal  government o Dossor) in the fareical comedy 'Doubles' now playing at the Terrace Little 
deal  with the tanker .... ~est re  on Kalum. Tickets far the 8 p.m. show are available in advance at 
..tranSport,question . . . .  ,.~dcCoU Real Estate or at .the doe~.~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~: • Primo ~ |Ed 'Yud l r , " :  
Prime Minister Clark 
assured the Commons 
today that he will discuss 
the consequences of in- 
creased oil tanker traffic 
with Carter and reassert 
Canada's desire to 
minimize the r isk of 
environmental damage. 
On a re lated topic, 
Fulton speculated that 
the Clark government is 
about to pull out its 
support of the foothills 
pipeline proposal in 
favour of the Trans- 
Mountain alternative to 
transport Alaskan oil 
south. 
Information law has 
• support of majority 
~y KITTY McKINSEY 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Commons gave speedy 
second reading - -  approval 
in principle -- Thursday 
night to a bill designed to 
give Canadians greater 
access to lntormatlon the 
government collects with 
their tax dollars. 
After less than two hour8 
of debate, MPs unanimously 
agreed to send the freedom- 
ofinformatlun bill, hailed by 
spokesmen for all parties as 
a major reform, to the 
uetica committee for dame- 
y.clause study. 
Government sources say, 
the bill should be passed next 
spring and could come into 
effect in a year. 
• In the meantime, Prime 
Minister Clark has In- 
structed public servants to 
abide by the spirit of the law 
by giving the public, and 
especially MPs and Journal. 
isto, more information about 
government programs and 
policies. 
Clark, who has promised 
Canadians a more open 
government, asked deputy 
ministers to "encourage 
open and responsive 
behaviour among public 
servants in their day.to-day 
dealings with the public." 
His letter to deputy 
ministers and guides for 
public servants were tabled 
in the Commons as debate 
began on the bill, Privy 
Council President Walter 
Baker said they were 
evidence the Conservative 
government intended to 
establish a new relationship 
between the governed and 
the governbrs. 
Clarg said public service 
managers have a duty to talk 
to members of the public, 
and he urged deputy 
ministers to increase the 
number of bureaucrats 
authorized to talk to re- 
purtars. 
" Public servants may he re. 
ferred to by name in the 
media and interviewed on 
radio and television as well 
as In print. Until now, meat 
public servants have 
preferred the anonymous 
description of spokesman or 
official. 
However, the prime 
minister cautioned that his 
Searchers  
s i f t ing  
through 
wreckage 
SCOTT BASE, Antarctic 
(CP) -- Recovery teams 
today began sifting through 
the frozen wreckage of a 
New Zealand DC-10 airliner, 
trying to find what caused It 
to smash into the icy An- 
tarctic wastes, killing all 257 
t~.eerasns aboard, including 
Canadians, 
Aided by New Zealand 
mountaineers, the teams are 
searching for the black box 
flight recorder and the tape 
of the crew's conversation 
that might give them a clue 
to the cause of the tragedy. 
The three.engined Air New 
Zealand Jet crashed into the 
side of the Mount Erebus 
volcano n Wednesday. 
The head of the recovery 
operation said the pilot of the 
Jetliner apparently made a 
navigational error. 
An airline spokesman ac- 
knowledged that the pilot, 
Captain Jim Collins, 45, had 
never flown the Antarctic 
sightseeing route before but 
refused to comment on a 
possible cause for the crash. 
Roy Thomson, New 
Zealand's chief official for 
Antarctica nd leader of the 
crash-recovery mission, said 
it appears the pilot was to 
blame. 
He said plane should have 
been flying past the nor- 
thwest side of Mount Erebus, 
sn active volcano, but 
Mammed into the northeast 
side. 
"It'woold seem there has 
• been a substantial error in 
navigation, by the pilot," 
guides do not cover in. 
formation which must by law 
stay secret. Nor do they 
cover policy proposals or 
:public servants' opinions. 
Clark assured• public 
servants they would not 
violate their oath of secrecy 
by complying with his guides 
in good faith. 
The oath taken by all 
public servants forbids them 
to release any information 
without "due authority." 
Uncertain about what to 
make public, bureaucrats 
usually leatt owards keeping 
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BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Boflles 
4636 kazelle Ave. 
Tin'race, B.C. 
Open 10 a.m..6 p,m. dailyexcept Sunday 
Frl.tlll9 p.m. 
THOUSANOS MAR H 
I ran ians  to  
boycot t  ., 
UN to hold meeting anyway 
TEm~AN (AP) - -  The 
regime of Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomelni an- 
nounced today it will boycott 
the UN Security Council 
meeting on the U.S.-Iranlan 
crisis, further darkening 
prospects for the release of 
the 50 or more U.S. citizens 
held hostage at the U.S. 
Embassy in Tehran. Hun- 
dreds of thousands of 
Iranians surrounded the 
embassy, today, but there 
was no violence. 
"According to the decision 
made by the Revolutionary 
Council, we are not attending 
the Security Council meeting 
tomorrow," Iran's new 
foreign minister, Sadegh 
Ghetbzadeh, told a news 
conference. 
"Obviously we will keep 
our contacts with the 
authority of the United 
Natlons Security Council for 
further-discussions and 
deliberations on the subject 
of our claim against the 
United Slates of America," 
the foreign 'minister said. 
He said it would be 
necessary for any in- 
termediary to take into 
considerallon Iran's demand 
for the extradition of the 
no pressure on the Mexican 
government to prevent he 
shah's return,"except that 
information secret, the Iranian charge d'affaires 
Baker promised this at- met with the Mexican 
titude wilt change once the • authorities to explain our 
freadomnf-information bill position." 
becomes law. He said the bill The UN session was set for 
Saturday on an urgent ap- 
is only the government's peal by Secretory-General 
first word on the subject and 
can he changed in com- KurtWaldheim, and hacked 
mittee, by the U.S. government. 
Donald McHenry, U.S. 
It would allow' the govern, ambassador to the UN, said 
ment o withhold military se. today he expects the seosion 
creta, details of police in. to take place despite the 
vestigations, trade secrets Iranian boycott. 
and minutes of cabinet "The council still has its 
discussions, It would also responsibility to try to 
protect personal privacy, resolve the problem 
peacefully," McHenry told 
NBC-TV News. He said there 
is a possibility the council 
might adopt sanctions 
backs to the main gates, 
facing the direction of the 
Moslem holy city of Mecca. 
Mexico says 
not to Shah 
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. looking, and in the movies he 
(AP) -- Zeppo Marx --  the always got the girl. 
last of the Marx Brothers But Zeppo didn't fit in with 
and straight man to his three the zaniness of the others 
zany brothers, Groueho, and left the group after the 
Harpo and Chico -- died release of their fifth film, 
early today at Eisanhower Duck Soup, in 1933. 
Medical Centre, the hospital He had handled the 
said. He was 78. comedy team's business 
Nursing supervisor Pat matters and p layed  
Garrett said Marx died after romantic relief in the 
a long illness, but declined to earliest and probably best 
specify what it was. She said Marx films: The Coceanuts, 
he was admitted to hospital Animal Crackers, Monkey 
Nov. 25. Business, Horse Feathers 
Zeppo was the best- and Duck Soup. 
MEXICO CITY (AP) - .  
Mexico turned its back on 
the shah and jarred his U.S. 
hosts, saying it will not 
renew the deposed 
monarch's tourist visa 
because his presence '!would 
be contrary to the beet in- 
dep0~ed shah before the terests of the country." 
release of the hostages held There was speculation the 
in the .embassy could be  :,s._~. h:mlght~.,~k,.unotuary. 
cmisldertd. " L,i'Egypt or the ~rlbl~an. 
Ghathzadeh also said he ]~gyptlanPresidentAnwar 
welcomed thedecision ofthe. Sadat said he ordered his 
Mexican government  ambassador in Washington 
Thursday to bar re.entry to to to reiterate his invitation 
theshaitHeeaidIranplaced for the shah to come to 
Egypt. Sadat's spokesman 
announced the move and 
said Sadat's presidential 
plane is ready for takeoff at 
"any moment" to pick up the 
shah and fly him to Cairo. 
There was no indication 
whether the shah will take up 
Sadat's offer. 
In Washington, the U,S. 
state department said 
Mexico*s announcement 
Thursday night will not 
change the Carter adminis- 
tration's position on the 
shah's stay in the United 
States. 
"We have said all along 
that it is up to him to make 
his decisions about travel, 
both as to time and 
dest inat ion . "  sa id  
i il g i agaimt l ran."Wehavetu s s eat  a a n take some kind of effective 
measures topressure Iran." 
Legions of demonstrators 
surrounded the U.S, Em- 
bassy today, the holiest and 
most emotionaliy-charged 
day of the Shilte Meslem 
calendar, hut dispersed 
peacefully after six hours of 
prayers. Thousands more 
joined another prayer 
meeting at Tehran 
University, 
The demonstrators at the 
embassy, where the 
Americans have been held 
hostage since Nov. 4, carried 
religious and political 
banners and stood with their 
more than 1,600 kilometree 
to the southwest in Saudl 
Arabia. 
Gov't move hurt ranchers 
spokesman Walter Ramsay. 
Asked whether me 
Mexican decision came as a 
surprise, one U.S, official, 
who insisted on remaining 
anonymous, replied: "Yes, 
you're damn right." 
Mexican Foreign Minister 
rise, he said he hasn't noticed a great increase in the 
number of complaints from ranchers,a view not 
shared by rancher Marty Allen. 
Allen, who is the regional district director for the 
Hazel ton-Kispiox area, said last weekend that the wolf 
pocks in the Kispiox valley have been getting larger. 
Aside from the attacks on ranchers' herds, he's 
concerned about what he sees as a decrease in big 
game population. 
"All you see is wolf tracks," he related. "We're 
going to have to do something drastic about it or we're 
got going to have any game left." 
"We're trying to promote tourism in B.C. and we're 
not going to have anything left, like in the late 40's and 
early 50's. 
Baldwin disagreed with Allen, noting there are a 
number of factors which could cause a decrease in big 
game population. 
"No studies have been done on how many game 
animals have been killed by wolves," he said, adding 
there has not been an accurate census of big game 
population. 
B.C.'s moratorium on predator pOisoning has left 
wildlife officers helpless in preventing wolf attacks on 
ranchers' herds in the northwest, a wildlife control 
officer said Thursday. 
Brian Baldwin, the wildlife control officer in 
Smithers, said the wolf population has been increasing 
steadily the last five years, meaning they continue to 
prey on both big game and domestic stock. 
Last December, Rare Matt, the then minister of the 
environment bowed to pressure from en- 
vironmentalists and a ban on the use of poison for 
predator control was established. 
"It's completely eliminating any action on 
legitimate complaints on behalf of ranchers having 
problems with wolves," Baldwin said. 
He said traps and snares are ineffective since, "any 
snare large enough to catch and hold a large wolf 
would also hold and kill a newborn calf." 
Baldwin said that during winter, they rent 
helicopters and shoot the troublesome wolves. While 
this control method has some effectiveness, it is also 
very expensive. 
While Baldwin says the wolf population is on the 
Jorge Castaneda nnounced 
his government's docisiun in 
a statement: tea. d to. repor- 
ten . '  Siy-li~" ~t~e situatlun 
involving the shah "had 
changed rad ica l ly , "  
Castaneda said it would 
make "no sense for him to 
return to Mexico." The 
foreign minister efused to 
answer questions. 
That word came one day 
after doctors treating Shah 
Mohammad Reza Pahiavi at 
a New York City hespltal for 
cancer and gallstones told 
their patient he was free to 
travel. There had been 
reports the shah planned to 
return to his rented villa in 
the Mexican tourist r~ort of 
Cuernavaca within 10 days. 
There was no immediate 
word from the shah or his 
spokesmen on where the de- 
posed monarch will seek 
refuge now that Mexico has 
barred its doors to him. 
There was speculation he 
might return to Egypt or the 
Caribbean. 
TELETHON IS 
ON SA TURDA Y 
CFTK-TV will air the Timmy's Christmas 
Telethon beginning at 8 p.m. Saturday. The fund 
drive for crippled children is being broadcast 
across British Columbia by the CBC. The 21-hour 
show sponsored by the B.C. Lions Society for 
Crippled Children, will feature live en- 
tertainment both from Vancouver and locally. 
Tim McLean will host the local segment of the 
show, with Laurie Thain scheduled to appear as 
well. Shaft Lewis and Patsy Gallant are among 
the other performers giving their time and effort 
for a very worthy cause. Pledges can be made by 
calling Zenith- 2009. 
Many ot the demonstrators 
rallied first at the university 
campus, where row upoo 
row of women were seated 
on the ground and dressed in 
the traditional b ack head.to. 
toe veil. 
Ranks of men, also in 
black, carried chain whips 
on their shoulders to signify 
Islam's fight against evil. 
"Everybody's going to the 
espionage centre," said one 
marcher in his 20s, referring 
to Iranian revolutionary 
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomeini's claim that the 
embassy, occupied by 
militants since Nov. 4, was t 
"spy nest." 
Khomeini called on Iran's 
Shlite Moslem majority to 
use the Aahura holy day, a 
time of ritual mass mour- 
ning for the founder of the 
• Moslem sect, to vent their 
fury against the United 
States. 
Tens of thousands turned 
up outside the embassy 
Thursday night, chanting 
prayers and shouting the 
Islamic watchword: "Ailahu 
Akhbarl" ("God is 
Groat l"). 
Khomeini and his 
followers are demanding 
that deposed Shah 
Mchammad Reza Pahlavi be 
returond to Iran f~r trial on a 
charges of mass murder and 
looting the country's wealth. 
The U.S. government has re- 
fused and on Thursday urged 
the International Court of 
Justice in the Netherlands to
order Iran to release the 
hostages. 
The shah, who was told by 
his doctors Wednesday that 
he could leave the New York 
City hespital where he was 
being treated for cancer and 
gallstones, got a sharp 
setback Thursday night 
when Mexico announced he 
will not be allowed to return 
to his haven at Cueruavaea, 
80 kilometres south of 
Mexico City. 
The Mexican an- 
nouncement, which caught 
the U.S. state department by
surprise, said the shah's 
tourist visa will not be 
renewed because his 
presence "would be contrary 
to best interests of the 
country." 
It said Mexico's am- 
bassador to Washington has 
informed the shah, but 
neither the deposed monarch 
nor his staff had any ira. 
mediate comment. 
There was speculation the 
shah might travel to Egypt 
or the Caribbean, where he 
stopped briefly after heading 
into exile last January. South 
Africa also was mentioned 
as a possible refuge. 
The militants holding the 
embassy repeated Thursday 
that a trial of their U.S. 
hostages on spy charges 
would be "inevitable" if the 
United States lets the shah 
go anywhere but hack to 
Iran. 
BRIAN BALDWIN... 
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F People make the ~ " ~  ~ ' ~  ~'+~ ~ ' ~  " ~  news 
LOS ANGELES (AP) ".-- tocreatehatredanddisordar n ppe{i newspaper heirelm 
~ After six years, Kris among the people and Patrlcia Hearst Shaw was 
Krletofferson and Rite provinces of Pakistan, forced to join the Sym. 
Coolidge are slnslng dif- create hatred and dis- bionese Liberation Army 
~ ferent unes, affection against Pakistan's because of the "unbelievable 
The actor-singer filed for martial-law authority, mental strain and physical 
divorce Wednesday from his pi'ovoking the diemem- . agony" she e, xperi.enc~ at 
• folk singer.wife, berment of Pakistan and the hands ot her aoauctors. 
~ The couple, married Aug. possessing literature likely 
17, 1073, in Lag Vegas, New., to entree hatred between the The 19'/4 abduetioo and 
had separated last Aug. 1, classes and sects of Paki- " indoctrination" were 
court papers howed, s ian~ outlined by" former SLA 
t 2 In a Superior Court ~,~°o~; 624-2621 or 624,3359 peti,on, Krktofferson asked SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- member Robyn Sue Steiner 
) ~o,,v=,. ~,,,.,, w ,,mh~,. ~ [  that cuet(x~y of. their only The Chronicle says kid- in a copywright story. 
p45%.~~J~,~e.,~41~m%.~,~4~..~,~,~, child, a flveyeer-old glrl, 
Cagey, be awarded Jo/ntiy to 
him and hle wife. 
.' The actor also asked that 
his Mallbu, Calif., home and 
royalties from hie recordings 
before the couple's 
marriage, and after their 
separation, be counted as his 
separate property. COME STAY WITH US 
But Kr i s to f fe reon  dtI'Nr;LL~flI|AY"car'~TANLFYI)ARK 
requested that the court inbeauti/uld..,,;t,,wnVANCOUVl:.l~ 
equitably dlstrl~to between 
the couple other ln'operty, 
including cash, investments, TOLL-FREE 800-268-8993 
automobiles, Jewelry and 1755 DAVIE STREET VANCOUVER B.C. V6G lW5 
fine art. TELEPHONE (604) 682.1831 ~ 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- As , , 
RinSe Start looked on, elx ~ 
fire companies and 24 ~ ~ ~ ~ i h d ~ ~ ~ ~  flreflghtors battled a blaze 
that caused an estimated 
$135,000 damage to a two- 
storey Hollywood Hills house 
leased by the f~mer Beatle, 
f~e o.,o,.~, ,aid. tickets need for Sanford Faz, a Los 
Angeles fire department 
spokesman, said he didn't 
know whether Start was in  
the house when the fire 
, began about 3 p.m, Wednes- 
day in the second.storey 
attic. 
No injuries were reported. : The fire was blamed on 
: ~'~ sparks from a chimney that 
m~i/i:i landed on the beilding's 
, wooden roof, Faz said. He 
" - - - 'mr" -~- - -~-__  ~.~ • - .~ "What Child is This", scheduled for Christmas said he didn't know who 
eatures the diverse talents of "The Huggett LOS ANGELES (AP) , . . : .  +,.,;;: .~, 
,ttawa's internationally acclaimed musical Tbewifeofactor GeneBarry t 
WU MIKE AHP 00GOE~ k**w~, , , . . .~**** . ***** , *****~ was robbed in the parkiag lot / . ' "i.:,,' , ~.=~i ~.~.'."/. '~ 
~, Boulevard store, and the .,1¢~:,,~-~.~ ;. ,,~ , q,,~.' , ,,f'~.) -p~'{z ~Ml~' ~. ,  
THEATRE money, jewelry and eer, a .~ 
spokesman for Barry enid. : . AL j ' 4( 
PASSES mt~ Barw was in her car 
gUT ON Hidden...__ somewhere in the ' I ia the parking l°t °l O r 'bach,s  on Wed..},when ; 4":20 LAKELSE AVE. PIIONE 638.8n1 ; the bandit approached, enid 4~ .If. 
' Michael Bal=, adding that SHOW/NG AT 8 P .M.  paper are two Terrace the dollar value of the loss 
was not immediately known. • '.k ' ' 4~ 
[ -~ FindPhOnethem,nUmberS'and if oReis 'ours ' : 4 "Hetookber wallet, allof, ~ N0V 25-Dec I . . - . . . ,m TOP!  + o + !berJewalryandfm'cedherat t( " " = ' ~ ' - - '  • "~ ~ gunpoint o= o~ bar =r," ~..... The Alaityville Horror ..... ",,-:':::'-..,,;-~; ~,¢
, , . .~  ......... .won ..... ,,.,.:. ~:~.~:,~+~'~,~,~ ',, . . . .  , c~...~aAh0-$L.,Me~edel',' ~-,~,;,~u~i~,,,;~:h:.,,I~,~q';~ ~i .~ '~ o : '~C ~o: lcn~ 
"~ L i~ Pick up your tickets •t the Herald . .; nep ,) o . . . . .  " .  . . . . . . . .  "'.k 
'k , office~ 3212 Kalum St. ~-N'FRANCISCO (AP) -- 4( B~u. =-v . 
It was Mayor Di•nne : Hot Stuff + 
• Feiaataln who helped sound 
the alarm and some the ~ '~ 
Wh 9 tenants want she spotted• ~4( ' p,m. "* 
fL,'e in a San Francisco Mat inee 2 
H 9 tt Re 9 apa~montbulldini5 . '4( 4( 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - ~  the  a eric 9 Themaym',onberwaytoa ~ DEC. 1 
child care centre in the area, $3495 . .+  the b|aze and im-  1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE Vancouver ; , flight of the Doves + .~ : .mediately began knocking '~;L',. ~ ,~ + +,,r,+~ . . . .  ~.,.;~..~., . +,~.; 
and the la.ushore inn on ~., ~ro ~. .n . . .  + , , Casper said. 
1977 FORD E150 ECONOLIHE ¢~qqq hove cut w,nter rates ,.on~.yea~dThepa.omnr' ~e~yi,~a t._ mdu=gomeia~,lnJureda +'~: HOV. S-Dec.71 * ~9 p,m, .:+ 
~o.  w ~. . .o  v , .o~ , , . . ,  +, , , ,w  by one.th ird,  sald.Theinfant d her mother, ~ The Is-Laws W 
. . . . . . .  identifledalKabdnaBan'on, ~ gee. 2-5 '" 
DOOR s'WI December through March are pleas- aS, were Pep.ted La serious Is Search of Historic ]ceils '~+ ooodltlon In hospit l, 
1979 ZEPHYR 4 S6995 antly mild winter months in Vancouver. Another woman, J•mia ~7 ....,._~ ~ • " : 
They are also our "slow" months. So, to Henderson, 44w,= ~I"~ $ DEC. 6-S , ** 
Ve auto, PS, Pa, 11,000 kiloS, T encourage your visit, we're offering a spies- when abe leaped from the ~ M 
did inducement: one-third off our usual second floor of the burning ,~ .0 re  AIIricIi i/ranlq " 
1977 FORD F3 i0 -C-REWCAB bui]d|l~,.nd•firema.was 4( "1" 
room rates, hurt when when a ceiling ~**'k,'k******************'******* 
With all due respect to the Bayshore, collapsed In the nix-unit $8295 we believe the Hyatt Regency offers even structure. ' " " 
ve automatic, e ft. box. , them°reroad.°f an inducement than our friends up ineludlngM°reHOLLYWOODthansome300of them°Urners'(AP)blggest -- 
Because their special winter rate gets stars in Hollywood, attended 
you a luxurious room with a beautiful view memorial service f~ Merle 
1978 FORD BRONCO $9995 at a fine hotel out near tranquil Stanley Oberon, who was called • woman who "helped 
Park. But our special winter rate gets you everyone she knew With her 
ve radio, 4 speed ' , a luxurious room with a beautiful view at unsentimental worldly 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION t 17 qqg a+,.~ hotel right it1 the heo, rt of exciting wisdom, wJ= her khtdneml downtown Vancouuer. So you re steps--not and her example." "To be able to go on an- 
taxi rides-- from the city's best shopping, Joyln8 one's self in later I~  
Security conversion, frldge, furnace, etc., ,, ~ g K. | M MM nightlife, restaurantS.sinessgallerieS.addresses.theatresAnd, andbe. ' by so doing you give s t ren l i th i sa  bsautltul q ality became 
to oth~rs --  especially thou 
OKANAGAH MOTORHOME t?n cause our room rates are who ,re themselves no price{] a little lower than longer young," said film 
1979 20FT. the Bayshore'syear-round, dtreetor Gee'go Cuk~, who 
Only 4000 kilos, . ~P'I=V | VtPV one-third off ours is less BYe the ~do=y W,~tm.d= 2. R E S T A U R A N T • He said the actress, who 
expensive than one- died Friday, had "natural 
third off theirs. Come dis-., style, m and off the screen." 
1976 DATSUN 4x4 PICKUP cover Vancouver in winter, "FULL FACILITIES- he only thing "off-season" ~W--ALPINDI (Reuter) $4995 _ Pakistani Jour•alist 4¢y'., 4 speed, radio' ~o.t US iS the price, =lam•t , , , ,  o.,,~. - <:NII~ES( & 
dent of the Honk Kong-bamd 
Terrace Totem Ford ® ~ .  Wedmadaytribunal'imlxb°nmeatReview'F•r ~.anten iaday to re year's r lgoroUaAl l ,  ,IS ' wanW•Son bYf m,fOundEc°n°miCsent nced• mflita~eh l sSUflty -AIR_DININGCANADIAN FOOD-¢oN ITIO EO_LoUNGE__ ' 
d writing an article con- -BUS INESS LUNCHES- .  Sales Ltd ~^.  REGENCY .Idered Inflammatory and • VANCOUVER /~1  t t1~ detrlment~Itothewell.beln| Men, to Fri, l lam. 2 pm 
and unity of Pakbtan. 
655 Burtard Street I W~"~,'~I ill ~ ~ ~ The cue asainat him WaD ' 
Vancouver. BC. /')' ~ 1  l|l ~"~ ~ 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
• SEATTLE (AP) - -  A 
ul to store high-level 
L~r~t lve beneath wastes 
, the Hanford nuclear 
rsservatinn took another 
,Mep forward Thursday with 
the  awarding of a ;4.5- 
mflllen emiract for a two- 
year coneeptuul design el- 
, fort. 
:.i ' The federal Department of 
' I~nergy centract was an- 
Ii .mouneed for Kaiser 
Engineers Inc. of Oakland by 
.Raymond International, the 
i, parent company based in 
'~ Ilouatou. 
~ Under the proposal, the 
, |, 
radioactive wastes would be 
stored in deep shafts unk in 
the think basalt under 
Hanforct 
The engineering company 
will carry out the study from 
Its headquarters in Oakland 
and Richland, near the 
reservation, said Kendal 
Reynoso of Kaiser's cor- 
porate affairs office in 
Oakland. 
A permanent waste 
storage method would 
reduce wastes to their 
smallest size and process 
them Into black glass buttons 
for storage in a rock for- 
mation. 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
:Liberal MPs Lloyd Ax- 
!worthy and Herb Gray 
!hemmered Prime Minister 
'Joe Clark and the Cen- 
; aervative government 
.' Thursday night but neither 
:~ hem himself out as the man 
!who might lead the Op- 
posit.an party back to power. 
;. Gray, the MP for Wladsor 
Liberals after Clark 
In a speech to 500 people at 
a fend-raising dinner for Ax- 
worthy's Winnipeg.Fort 
Garry riding association, 
Gray also hit uut at Con- 
servative moves toward 
higher oil prices and the 
handling of the mortgage- 
interest deductibility plan. 
,' West, ridiculed the govern- . Gray said the Con- 
:mast for reneging on Its asrvatives' "neglectful p.um~s from last spring's approach to economic runes 
.' election campalga nd for risks turning the clock beck, 
figs orang the ,basic struc- not just to sedona recession 
~itural problems", of the but to what could be the 
eeouomy while letting inter- worst ecmomlc situatloo for 
eat  rates rise. Canada in 60 years." 
' Pope conciliatory 
' ' ISTANBUL (A~) -- John tremist group pretesting his 
Paul H took one more step visit to the former St. Sophia 
toward uniting Catholics of mosque. 
Latin and Eastern dtes Police sources said the 
today by becoming the first blasts shattered windows, 
Pope in nine centuries to destroyed furniture and 
attend a ful l  Orthodox caused structural damage, 
but no lnJurlea. The banks church service, " • 
However, be stopped short 
~d eelebratlngmsss Jointly 
with PatrlarchDeme~rim I, 
breaking the~'.br~dd . and 
drinking the w~lue sym- 
bolizing Chrkt's"l~ty and 
blood. 
He also apparently was. 
u~ware of the bomldng of 
nine hank branches in 
lstanbui shortly after 
midnight by a Moslem ex- 
were at least 10 kilometres 
away from the residence of 
the Vatican envoy, where the 
Pope'was taying. 
• The Pope told letanbuFs 
small Roman Catholic 
community Thursday hight 
at his first public mass of his 
three-day Turkish visit: "I 
dare to hope that the day (of" 
unity), is near. Personally I 
hope It is very near, 
Davis needssupport 
, ILALI~A.X (CP) --  Other Tromblay said in an in- 
.~'emiurs should speak out on 
:j~mmtititienal concerns and 
~not let Ontario Premier 
Davis do all the thinkheiniookingoutmastiy 
talking, says' Rodrlque 
Trombiny, former Quebec 
Industry and commerce 
minister. 
• Tremblay, who broke with 
the Patti quebecois two 
months ago and now site as 
an independent member of 
the Quebec National 
Assembly,  addressed 
HalifsxDartmouth area 
~usinessmen Thursday and 
met with Nova Scotia 
Premier John Buchanan for 
hour. 
terview that Davls,s 
Statements are noun- 
terpreduetive end Quebeee~. 
for Ontario's interests, 
Other premiers fighting 
for provincial rights, 
however, have a high 
credibility rating in Quebec 
and should tell Quebecero a 
new constitution will he good 
for all Canadians, he added. 
They should explain that 
"we don't have to go to the 
extreme and break the entire 
country to solve what are, 
finally, relatively minor 
problems." 
Abortions probed 
VICTORIA (CP)  - -  Health 
,Minister Rafe Malt said 
Thursday he is uking health 
ministry offlolals to In- 
vestigate whether i l legal 
abortions are being per- 
formed in British Columbia 
he.pltel~. 
• Malr said he finds alar- 
n i inga Statistics Canada 
report that B.C. led the 
country in the number of 
~e/'apeutlc abortions in 1978 
-- 33.8 for evew 100 live 
Idrths. 
The national average was 
17.4 for eyery 100 live birtbo. 
Mail" said he would like to 
know whether the high rate 
indicates hospitals grunting 
abortions are being less 
stringent han required by 
Canadian. law. 
"I'm person~y not m 
favor of abortion but I can 
live with the law of the 
land," he said. 
If the investigation gives 
grounds for ausplclen that 
haspitek are breaking the 
law then the matter will be 
passed along to the attorney- 
general, Mair said. 
Shark victim better 
PORTLAND, Ore, (AP) 
k surgeon asye a shark bite 
wound he treated was the 
mcst ghastly wound he'd 
OVer Sasl l .  
Dr. Aftab Alunad made the 
comment Thursday as he 
and Dr. Charles Start ex. 
~ ined the injuries uffered Kenny R. Doudt, 26, of 
Reedal~t, Ore., who was, 
attacl~ed" while surfing 
Tuesday m the northern 
~--~rc. gon coast, 
They said Doudt was in 
fair condition and despite the 
size of his wound, they ex- 
pact him to leave the hospital 
in about 10 days and make a 
full recovery, except 
possibly f~ some muscle 
weaknesp . . . . . .  : _ .  __ 
OASH in a FLASH 
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Dimes, Quarters 
Half Dollars & Dollars 
1966 & earlier: '/X Face. 
i.e. Dime is worth 70e. 
IHT :  5X Face 
1968: 3X Face 
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ASKFOR COIN BUYER 
SCRAP 60tOJ OLD 
JEWELLE~ 
For Scrap 
We buy gold and silver 
in the form of old rings, 
b race le ts ,  cha ins ,  
earrings and any other 
~ old or silver you may ~ve. We also buy 
Sterling silver flatware, 
candle sticks, plates and 
all silver jewellery. 
KITIHAT CHALET 
MoNet .s  
Dec3&4 
Phone 632-4615 
Wildlifers to 
watch Hydro 
By ED YUDIN ' 
Herald Staff Writer 
The B.C. Wildlife 
Federation is taking an 
increasing interest In 
mon i to r ing  hydro  
developments in the 
province says Dan Santeno, 
the president of the 
federation. 
Santano was in Terrace 
last weekend, as the guest 
speaker for the Rod and Gun 
Club's annual game banquet. 
During his address, he noted 
the role his organization was 
taking In regards to such 
power developments as 
Kemano 2. 
"We present a brief from 
the membership clubs in the 
area that understand what is 
going on and what the 
problem will be in respect to 
the resource development,', 
he said afterwards. "In other 
words, we try to show an 
alternative to what we feel 
would he a better ~eal than to 
go with a straight darning of 
a river," 
Santano said the brief is 
presented to the provinclai 
modifications f0 some 
damming projects uch as in 
the case of Revels..ks. He 
indicated the federation will 
take a firm stand against the 
Kemano 2 project as well. 
The British Columbia 
Wildlife Federation has a 
total membership of 24,000 
from the approximate 154 
conservationist and wildlife 
clubs that belong. The 
organization is self-funded, 
except for a small govern. 
ment grant for the 
preparation of briefs. 
Santano says his group will 
he doing a study of Kemano 2 
for presentation to the 
provincial cabinet. 
The federation has taken 
an opposite stand to the 
recent Spatsizi park Issue 
involving Greenpasoe. He 
says his organization totally 
disagreed with Grnenpeace's 
activity in the park, where 
they flew in and stopped 
hunters from killing their 
game. 
"I am getting a little 
disgusted about this anti- 
hunting roup that is taking 
form in this province," he government and to this point 
the orgaaizatiou has suc- said. in getting the park reserves 
ceeded In getting Santano said Greenpeace established in the first place. 
DAN SANTANO... 
...not against It 
was misguided in their at- 
tempts to save the animals, 
noting only 25 per cent of the 
Spataizl park is open to 
hunting. 
"If.you do not organize the 
animals by sensible and 
strict harvesting practices, 
then someone has to actually 
go in and kill them," he 
pointed out. 
Sontano said if the num- 
bers are not kept down, the 
food environment cannot 
support the excess amount of 
game. 
Sontano also claimed his 
federation played akey role 
B.C. Tel gives itaway 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
B.C. Tel often provides 
confidential c ient records to 
individuals before a sub- 
poena is issued, a company 
official said Thursday, a 
poUcy critics called dan- 
gerous. 
. It is also in violation of the 
company's tated policy, 
which spokesman Keith 
Mathews said defines all 
private records as con- 
fldentlal Information that is 
privileged except when 
subpoenaed.' 
" It 's ~ e0'n~idential in-' 
formation - -  the industry is 
in complete concert on this 
-- by policy of the telephone 
utilities," he said. "It's not 
laW." 
But Bob MeLuckie, 
company security officer, 
said information is 
sometimes released to in- 
dividusis --  not the courts --  
before a subpoena Is issued. 
""The'only way I '~an ex~ 
plaln~ I~: ~:,that giventhe 
poena on the way we may 
have released the infor- 
matlon nhend of time," he 
said, "You have to un- 
derstand we deal with 
handreds of subpoenas." 
poena,,' said Robson." The 
court should be given the 
information, not some indi- 
vidual. 
"Our view is that B.C. Tel 
• is operating in a very 
slapdash and unethical 
way," 
Don Leekstead, NDP MLA 
for Mackenzie, agreed with 
Robson, and called for an 
investigation of the matter 
by the attorneygeneral's 
office. Attorney.general 
Allan Williams was not 
available for comment. 
B.C. Ferry counsel 
questioned Stalling on 
telephone calls Stalling 
made during an arbitration 
hearing last January 
although no subpoena had 
been issued td obtain 
Stalling's telephone records. 
Stalling was later rein- 
stated with back pay. 
THRE~ MOST 
FAMILIAR 
Of the 2,250 authors repre- 
sented in Bartlett's Familiar. 
Quotations, the mest~dely 
quoted are Shakespeare (85 
pages), Milton (16) and Pope 
(12). 
I 
He could not explain how 
earlier this year B.C. Ferry 
Corp. counsel received the 
private billing information of
fired employee Capt. Gerry 
Stalling although there is no 
record of a subpoena for that 
information on file. 
B.C. Tel has also released 
subpoenaed information to 
individual lawyers instead of 
to the court or hearing which 
requested it, he said, a 
practice criticized by the 
B.C. Civil Liberties 
Association. 
"It is my understanding 
that he subpoena directs the 
company to provide in. 
formation to a court," 
association spokesman Reg 
Robson said Thursday." It is 
not information to be ban. 
died about and it ought not be 
shuffled around just because 
some lawyer wants it." 
A subpoena directs in. 
din,duals or company 
representatives to appear at 
a trial; or hearing w i th  
s'i~ecifte in format ion 
described in the written re. 
quest. 
':The proper way is to 
provide the information to 
the court and not just to any 
Joe Blow, even with a sub- 
HELP WANTED 
SECOND STEWARD 
Royal Canadian Legion 
. . . . .  (Branch 13) 
Terrace 
DUTIES  - Operation of bar. 
Mixing and serving alcoholic beverages. Staff 
supervision. Stock control. Bookkeeping an 
asset. MUST BE  19 YEARS OF  AGE OR 
OLDER.  
Hours flexible. 
Closing date for resume - December 7, 1979. 
Resume to MR.  R. BENNETT 
4425 Legion A~,e. 
Terrace, B.C. 
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line 
open 
I 
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QUESNEL, B.C. (CP) -- 
The B.C. Railway main line 
south of this Carlbeo com- 
munity was reopened 
Thursday night after 10 
freight cars filled with 
lumber and pulp left the 
tracks earlier in the day. 
The cause of the 
XMAS IS SPECIAL 
Remember friends and 
relatives at home and 
abroad with souvenlers of 
your area of B.C.-Send 
Beautiful British Columbia's 
GREAT NORTH Magazine. 
$1.25 each or If 10 of more 
$1.00 each- As slockln'g 
sfuffers fry YELLOWHEAD 
DOLLARS.series of four, 
Ter race ,  K l t lmat ,  
Morlcetown Canyon and 
Mount Robson. Sat of four 
~1.50 or $1.25 each. Also 
svallable In .999 fine silver at 
~4.00 each. 
B,C. YELLOWHEAD 16 
Travel Ass'n., 
Box 3636, 
Smlthers, B.C. VOJ2No 
Phone 847.9216 
C5.2,9,16,23,30 NOV. 
derailment has not been 
determined, but a B.C. Rail 
spokesman said the engineer 
reported a soft spot on the 
track 30 seconds before the 
derailment and that 
pro~bly was the cause of 
the accident. 
There were no inlurieo. 
Dec. 5 and Dec. 12 
WIIdSDAY 
tickets good for 
~ : i  THE C .ERT IHED GENERAL A, CCOUNTANTS '  
'~' ASS~(~t~,~OI~ ' OF BRITISH ~COLUMBtA ' 
] 
with management potential should be considering th e advantage, 
of financial training, 
The CGA program will provide you with the knowledge you need for ; 
career in financial management --  accounting, finance, taxation, auditin 
computer systems, It is a program that will afford a person the opportunity 
of becoming a recognized professional whether employed in industry 
government or independent public practice. 
The program was developed in co-operation with the Faculty of Commerce 
and Business Administration at the University of British Columbia 
Courses can be completed by lecture or correspondence and student= 
should be employed in related positions while enrolled in" the program, 
Registration is on until December 10th. If "you need more information 
calendars are available from: 
The Director of Student Services 
The Certified General Accountants' Association of British Columbia 
The C.G.A. Building 
1555 W, 8th Avenue 
Vancouver 
Phone: 732-1211 
Knights of Columbus 
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OTTAWA OFFBEAT I author 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
EUGENE S. FERGUSON has been professor of Ottawa - A strange set of still largely unexplained 
~ reumstances has started a wave motion in the ways turbulent Tory Party. 
i: As you might guess, it involves former Prime 
~Iinister John Diefenhaker and it is intriguing Con- 
~rvatives in Ottawa, Toronto and New Brunswick 
~specially, and more than likely other parts of the 
~untry, too. 
i~ It began Monday, August 20, when Clare Hoy, 
,~een's Park columnist for The Toronto Sun, did a 
column on the death of Diet. 
In it he said, in part, this: 
"New Brunswick Premier Richard Haffield, a 
major ally of Dalton Camp daring the celebrated 
public' bloodletting (of Diet as Tory leader) 12 years 
ago, told me at the premiers' conference in Quebec 
this weekend that 'as much as I hated him, and I did 
hate I~im, I'll tell you one thing about him, you can't 
forget him.' ~'' 
And there Hoy left it with Premier Hatfield's quote 
on his hatred of Diet left unexplained, while going on 
to recount his own unbounded admiration for The Old 
Chief, ,"God bless him." 
Hoy's~item, reprinted in New Brunswick among 
other places, stirred some comment, much of it 
wonderment that Premier Hatfield would dare be so 
candid and speculation as to why his dislike of Diet. 
should be so intense as to cross the line of actual 
hawed. 
Well, at the Conservative victory celebration at 
Parliament's recent opening, several New Brunswick 
ladies, confronting Premier Haffield, asked him why 
so hated Diet and had gone between quotes in a 
Toronto mass circulation ewspaper about it. 
history at the University of Delaware and curator of 
technology at the Hagley Museum in Greenville, 
Delaware, since 1969. With a degree in mechanical 
engineering, he has also been a practicing engineer, 
professor of mechanical engineering at Iowa State 
University, and curator of mechanical and civil 
engineering at the U.S. National Museum of the 
Smithsonian I stitution. He is the author of "Truxon of 
the Constellation" and "Bibliography of the History of 
Technology." 
The imperatives of engineer ing - 
This is the tenth of a weekly, fifteen.part general in- 
terest, non credit, educational series on technology 
and change, called Connections, offered by the Open 
Learning Institute. 
Each week, an article will appear in "this paper. On 
• Sunday, at 8 p.m. on Channel 9 (Cable TV), you can 
watch the weekly PBS television series, Connections, 
part of this multi-media continuing education 
program. As well, you can purchase a Viewer's Guide 
from the Open Learning Institute (see coupon at the 
end of this article). 
In this article, engineer and historian Eugene S. 
Ferguson of the University of Delaware xplores the 
impact of engineering demands on technology and, 
consequently, on society. 
Corporation, a maker of automobile frames, sought o 
build a "plant that would run without men." 
Bankers advised against spending money on so 
costly and uncertain a goal, but company president 
L.R. Smith and his engineers worked oggedly to build 
an automated factory of unprecedented mechanical 
complexity. 
Ten years and several million dollars later, Smith 
proudly unveiled a vast machine that turned out a 
thousand automobile frames per hour. It required so 
few men to tend it that the labor cost per frame was 
less than 25 cents! The plant was a marvel of the 
particular "efficiency" that obsessed Smith, which 
was to eliminate all workers. 
subway in Washington, D.C. 
Engineers decide who will do what on an assembly 
line. Subdividing work into minute tasks that require 
mere dexterity and minimum training and skill goes 
back 200 years to the French pin-makers who supplied 
Adam Smith with his often-quoted example of the 
division of labor. Drawing the wii'e to proper size, 
straightening it, cutting it to length, forming the head- 
-each was assigned to a different worker. 
The assembly line was brought o its logical' ex- 
treme by Henry Ford in 1914. It took charge of both a 
.worker's time and his sense o'f timing. The assembly 
line moved inexorably, dragging work along on a 
chain, and pacing the workers. Aside from doing as 
• told (efficiency engineers called it "cooperation"), 
• the worker had no opportunity to use choice or 
judgement. 
His reply was a seemingly vague reference to the Paradoxically, designing an assembly line provides 
way Diefhad treated his first wife, Edna Mae Brower. ' . , Bu i l t - in  cont ro l s  i an absorbing challenge to the eng neer who decides 
~ Thd~ were married in June~ 1929 when Diet was 34, . '; i ! . . "  ..;~:~. ~y: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. :.: ~. ); how Work wi~ll be subdivided. In so doing he reduces to 
~ she was his first love, thel¢Lv~.~,~.what, considedng~.;::~ .~-,~,~ :~,~ .... !':., .-."~'~(3)Controlisanimpe. rative that guides th~.~i=,~ of * a'.'~n'ffiliimdi'~'.5~i~entdl ffoi.t't.e~ltt ~do'f'[~ei~plelwl-~ 
his great age at dearth, '='was his ' ~,o~. ~Engineers ha~,~ a'~greater effect oii~"'~L~e kind o~*o~rl'd"'i ~ste i~ sd~5 as an"~s§embly line and the n~"~M~tro spend the|r working live.~ m the line. 
• She died in February of 1951. we live in than most of us recognize. Because they are Washington's new Metro sub~..,y is operated by 
And two years later Diet married Olive E. Palmer 
who died in late '77. 
Edna was a warm, demonstrative woman who, if 
you were an old friend, would embrace you in the 
corridors of Parliament. 
She was an unpretentious woman, and they lived 
happily in a small apartment in downtown Ottawa, 
entertaining a tiny circle of friends at modest dinners 
(with wine) in the.years when Diet was beginning to 
make his name as a comer in Parliament. 
Olive married him after he had made that 
~'eputatibn and was ambitious for leadership of his 
party and supreme power in Parliament. 
• A cool, even distant and very proper person she 
became ven more so after Diet won the leadership 
a~d became Prime Minister four years after their 
marriage. Booze was out. 
An explosively emotional man, Diet left none in 
doubt that he dearly loved both women. 
There were tears of anguish, deep and protracted, at 
each death, Diet going to pieces at the very mention of 
their names. 
But what was it about Diet's treatment of Edna to 
which Premier Hatfleld took such vivid objection? 
Only he knows. 
But let this be said: it was Edna who sacrificed her 
very life for Dief...and he well knew it. 
She was suffering from leukaemia, more seriously 
•an  either of them realized, in fact, as it turned out, 
terminally. 
Diet was on a parliamentary tour of Australia when 
trains collided, one of them carrying troops, in the 
Rockies, and Edna urgently cabled him to come home. 
This was just the kind of case, she knew, with which, 
if winning for the defendant train crews, he could 
establish a national reputation. 
lie came home. He won. And his reputation as a 
champion was made. 
~dna met him at the gangplank in Vancouver, 
actually dying on her feet as she staggered tohug him 
at the dockside. 
Death quickly followed their reunion. 
This was the story, tearfully told by Diet, one 
morning at 24 Sussex Drive as rain streamed down the 
windows of his study. 
ffugh Agnew, then editor of the St. Thomas Times- 
5ournal, was in town and wanted to meet Diet, so out 
he went, on instant invitation to chat. 
~mething triggered Diet's memory, perhaps an 
innocent question from Hugh Agnew, and he told the 
tale of Edna ignoring the doctors, by-passing hospital 
appointments, caring only for his success, alerting 
him in Australia, painfully awaiting his return and 
,~truggling, only half alive, to meet and brief him. Diet 
was weeping, Agnew was wet-eyed and I had a lump in 
my throat. 
So what was it with Edna? 
~ LL'• I 
I Letters welcome ! 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
I All letters to the editor of general public interest 
I will be printed. We do, however, etain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
I style and length. AI! letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
decision-maki~rs, engineers are far more influential 
than their small numbei's uggest. 
Many engineers deny this influence, insisting that 
they merely Carry out the instructions of others--of 
politicians, for example. Yet in fact, engineers write a 
politician's hopping list by furnishing alternative 
solutions to particular problems--solutions that 
require engineers to carry them out ! 
Most of us highly approve of the world our engineers 
have built for us. Yet some of us become angry and 
frustrated when technical systems often seem to 
demand that we adapt o the system's needs, rather 
than the other way around. 
To understand why technical considerations in 
engineering projects tend to submerge social or 
human needs, we must examine the controlling 
principles, or imperatives, that shape the way 
engineers think. Engineering imperatives are often 
more powerful than the needs and wants of those who 
use what engineers design. 
An engineer (I) strives.for efficiency, (2) designs 
labor-saving systems, (3) tries to design the control of 
a system into it, so the user will have limited choices. 
The engineer is also fascinated by his or her ability 
to disregard human scale, so he (4) favors the very 
large, the very powerful, and (in the electronic 
revolution) the very small. 
Finally, because an engineering problem is 
inherently interesting, (5) it becomes an end in itself, 
rather than a means to satisfy a human eed. 
Let us consider these imperatives. 
Efficiency 
(1) Efficiency comes easily to the technical mind, 
even though it is one of the slipperiest words in our 
language. High efficiency means high output for a 
given input. For example, if a quantity of fuel is the 
given input to an automobile engine, the power output 
from a diesel engine will be the highest; from a con- 
ventional gas engine one-third less; and from a gas- 
turbine engine, one-half that of the gasoline engine. 
"Efficiency" as used in engineering also has a 
rhetorical meaning. It may mean "more powerful" or 
"better performance." When an engineer seeks ef- 
ficiency, his ideal is flexible--enabling him to think of a 
machine or system that performs the way he thinks 
best (high torque, satisfying roar, whatever) as "most 
efficient." Gas turbines have their advocates, and 
most engineers continue to choose gasoline engines 
over diesels. 
Labor-saving systems 
(2) Labor-saving systems are generally preferred 
by engineers, w~th no serious thnught given to diLl:f- 
native possibilities. Thus,  machines are being 
developed in agricultural experiment stations to 
eliminate workers, particularly in harvesting fruits 
and vegetables. The consequent drift of displaced 
farm workers to city slums is not seen by engineers as 
pert of the problem. 
Many engineers believe that labor-saving without 
limit is a positive and unquestionable good. 
In 1916, for example, the president of A.O. Smith 
a 
James Burke-Writer and on-camera narrator for the 
television series "Connections" co-produced by the BBC and 
Time-Life Films. 
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computerized controls, but Metr yielded to public 
pressure and put an attendant at the head end of each 
{rain. On a recent rip on the Metro, "noticed that the 
head of the train stopped automatically at the center 
of each station platform. After a delay, the human 
being in the front car regained control momentarily 
and inched the train forward to the proper position. 
Difficulties with the Metro train operations pale, 
ho~veve~, before the nightmare of the fare-card 
system. A ~agneticaily coded card is purchased from 
a machine, shoved into a slot to gain admittance and 
into another slot for departure from the station. The 
record of broken-down card dispensers and 
unresponsive turnstiles has forced management to
admit hat its fare-card system is its "Achilles' heel." 
But rather than replace the system with responsive 
persons, the next move (in stereotyped phrases of 
management) is to redesign the system to make it 
"more efficient." 
Non human scale 
(4) The urge to transcend human scale is as old as 
engineering. Some famous tructures whose builders 
were guided by this imperative include the Egyptian 
and Mexican pyramids, the enigmatic statues on 
Easter Island, and the Eiffel Tower. 
Since 1957 and Sputnik, a new imperative has been 
added: Space vehicles requiring small, light, ex- 
tremely complex instruments pushed engineers 
toward miniaturization of electronic omputers and 
instruments. Small and large, the imperative of 
nonhuman scale is powerful. 
End and means 
t5) Despite their frequent disclaimers of emotional 
involvement in the work they do, engineers are con- 
scientious workers and can hardly escape the inherent 
interest of the problems with which they are con- 
cerned. Engineers' devotion to their work helps ex- 
plain why so much engineering is so good, and 
changes and innovations o frequent and ingenious. 
When an engineering project goes our froma social 
standpoint, he trouble is often in the engineer's ab- 
sorption in the technical aspects of the project and his 
forgetting or misjudging the human dimensions. 
Yet it is precisely these human aspects that have 
become of concern. Instead of massive, centrally 
controlled systems, some of us are now calling for 
simpler solutions on a human scale. We want to see 
more solutions that fit the problems. 
Social problems can have social solutions, which 
usually require discussion and compromise. Unless 
we insist on this, we can expect echnological solutions 
to all problems because they are easiest to devise. 
Next week: 
Physicist Herbert F. York, and 
historian.G. Allot, Greb, both of the University of 
California, San Diego, • examine the relationship 
among war, technology, and public policy. 
RADIO 
NORTHWEST 
by DIGBY FODDEN 
I 
0~0o:- Peter Lockyer arrives at worR, turns on a few 
lights, and plugs in a kettle of water in the coffee 
lotmge for tea. He begins his normal rounds: check the 
wire copy, find out if there are any new developments 
to stories he's planning for "Northwest Morning". A 
quick check of the Muster Control studio, to make sure 
there are no problems with our connections to CBC in. 
Vancouver and the rest of the country. Peter also goes 
through what's called the "Syndication" feed. That's a 
tape from a variety of CBC locations, with Com- 
mentaries and interviews from across Canada. Peter 
decides whether any of these three to four minute 
items will be played this morning. 
0~30:- Rhoda Witherly drives up to the front door and 
begins her day. A check of weather information, 
perhaps an early call to Ottawa to record an interview 
with Ottawa Citizen editorial writer, Peter Benesh. 
Then she goes into Master Control to make sure 
there's another record of music to play before "North- 
west Morning" begins. A phone call is placed to 
Marine Weather information to update the condition 
at the lighthouses. 
o~sT:- Northwest Morning's theme is punched up on 
the board. Another day in the life of a public affairs 
program has officially begun. People are waking up in 
Masset, Stewart, Fort Fraser and Prince Rupert. 
Listeners are beginning to tune in to CBC in Granisle, 
Houston, and Fort St. James. 
0600:- Dale Dymianiw parks his red pickup outside 
the station and begins his day. Sports information has 
come in from around the country, and he prepares late 
reports on hockey, the Grey Cup and golf tournaments 
in the U.S. His first reportis at 6:~5. Others follow at 
7:15, 7:35, 8:15, and 8:35. 
0630:- Terry Dounelly leaves home to begin a day's 
work in the CBC newsroom. As a news reporter and 
editor, he will check a variety of news sources, in- 
eluding the wire machine, which prints news from 
around the world. He'll also check on major Canadian 
stories, and see what the night reporters inVancouver 
have left for the morning. A final check of stories from 
Prince Rupert's newsroom, and the local and regional 
07:30 news is ready. 
0~:15:- Murray Hanna harriesdown the hall to check 
the newscast he'll read in 15'minutes. He too takes a 
good look at stories coming in on the "wire", so that 
"Pacific NOon" gets a head start. Rhoda pours herself 
another coffee, and Peter checks several tapes and 
scripts for more in te/'views. People are driying to 
work in KitEs'at,' Te~a'ce and P0rt Edward. At least 
two public affairs interviews have been broadcast --
subjects on the minds of residents of B.C.'s Northwest. 
08:15:- "The World at Eight" is aired: Information 
on Iran's U.S. Embassy, the future of the Liberal 
Party, and more on quebec's plans for a referendum. 
Peter makes some changes in an introduction to 
"Commentary" and Rheda prepares a pre-taped 
interview. The sun is beginning to throw some light on 
the harbeur, and the morning show team begin to talk 
about the day. Murray makes another phone call, 
checking with CP Air to see if he'll be flying to Alice 
f~  a look ~t newldevelopments with the'~in~,at~ 
EItsaulf. ............................... 
08:30:- Another local newscast. People begin to 
appear on the streets, making their way to work, 
finding better parking spots, picking up a bran muffin 
and coffee on their way. It's now light in town and 
"Northwest Morning" is well into its third hour. A call 
is made to Terrace, and Pat Cathers prepares her 
report on a regional beard meeting. 
09:00:- The "Northwest Morning" theme finishes. 
Peter and Rhoda leave the air for another day. 
Listeners have heard the weather in Stewart, Sand- 
spit, and on the lighthouse islands of Green, Lawyer 
and Lucy. Several fishermen have decided not to leave 
the harbour for Port Simpson. Highway conditions to 
Terrace are known, and it's been broadcast that the 
highway to Meziadin Lake is in bad shape. A school 
closure is broadcast for Kispiox and a farmer in 
Vanderhoof has heard most of the news and in- 
formation he needs for the day. 
09:3o:- Peter and Rhoda are just coming back from a 
coffee and tea break at a local restaurant. A few phone 
calls are made to check the whereabouts of a pleasure 
beat, apparently lost on its way down the Douglas 
Channel near Hartley Bay. The Coast Guard has told 
Murray that rescue efforts will be made in Wright 
Sound within minutes. Cam Martin is in for a day's 
work and the programmers begin their morning's 
story meeting - -  a thorough discussion of events, 
issues and ideas. 
At CBC Radio, the day is just beginning. 
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Forestry 
positions 
now filled 
Three new regional- 
officer-level poe/floes in.the 
Prince Rupert Forest Region 
have been filled, part of the 
British Columbia ministry of 
fo res ts '  cont inuing 
reorganization program, 
Regional Manager Jack 
Bllckert has announced. 
Appointed are Gary 
Llloyd, . as regional 
silvicultural officer; Chris, 
Kindt, as regional timbed 
officer; andAlan Waters, a~ 
regional forest reaearehl 
officer. 
Regional Officers are the 
third lavel of management 
wlth~ the mlnlstry's 
reorganized regional 
[S d RECREATION NEWS ge 
B.C.'s first "Northern Aquatic Conference"will be cont ract  
thebeld inTerrace Terrace, Friday, Dec. 7 p o o l .  to Sunday, Dec. 9th at awarded 
Resource people are being brought in from all over I 
A contract to construct a
new bridge at Moonlit Creek, 
22 kilometres north of Kit- 
wanga between Kitwanga 
and Meziadln Lake on the 
Stewart.Cassiar Highway 37, 
has been awarded to a 
Burn~by firm for ~20,880. 
Piledriving and rip.rap 
work has already started 
weather closes the job down 
until spring. Completion by a 
work crew of seven is 
scheduled for the end ef 
June, 19e0. 
The project, total coot of 
which, including engineering 
supervision and material~, 
will be 1,19o.000 is a part of 
the continuing construcUm 
the province to cover such aquatic topics as personnel, 
training, marketing, equipment, programming and 
much more. The main theme of the conference is to 
provide new information, through discussion, for the 
specific needs of Northern communities in the 
development and protion of existing and proposed 
aquatic facilities. The presentations and discussions 
are primarily geared to the practitioner. 
If you would like to attend, you can register between 
8a.m. and 9:30 a.m. on Friday, Dec. 7 in the arena 
banquet room. The fee is $25 for BCRA aquatic 
division members and $30 for non members. 
For further information call Cary Humphrey at 638- 
1174, or pick up a registration and information form at 
he arean office. 
Members of the public are invited to drop into a 
session especially prepared for and geared to the 
and willcontlflue until winter and upgrading ofHighway ~7 
IDISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NOTtCE 
/ 
Call for Tenders 
SNOW REMOVAL 
Sealed bids relating to the removal of snow from 
structure, public. The session is entitled "MeetingYour 
Lloyd, SO, will supervise 
the region's reformation, Resource People" and includes a presentation and 
fertilization and timber- iscussion on the Skoginnd Hot springs" development 
cultlv~/tion programs. He • and on "How you Commissions Work." These free 
was previously =atloned in . sessions will be on Saturday between 4to 6 p.m. in the 
Prince Rupert. banquet room at the arena. 
Kindt, $~, also previously 
eatl0ned in Prince Rupert, 
k In charge ol the .timber 
administration aspects ot the 
British Columbia Forests 
Act in the region. 
Waters, 24, a recent UBC. 
forestry graduate, will 
develop and carry out 
spedfle forestry reama.rch. 
programs within the regto~. 
The appointments became 
effective Nov. 14, Bilckert 
said. 
The same weekend the Terrace recreation depart- 
ment is having a display in the Skeena Mall, Dec. 7 
and 8, of the work of two of its classes. The "Quilting" 
program and Advanced Macrame' with Waeving" 
class will have their beautiful creations on display. 
Drop by and see what these talented and industrious 
people have produced in their classes. We'd like to 
thank the Terrace Art Association for the generous 
use of their picture stands for the display. 
A note to all women soccer players. The usual 
Wednesday evening drop in soccer program at 
Caledonia gym has been cancelled for the time being, 
as the gym is needed by the school on that evening. 
the Terrace Arena Parking Lots and the Terrace 
Swimming Pool Parking Lo~, will be accepted at 
the Municipal Offices until 4:30 p.m., November 
30, 1979. Interested parties requiring further in- 
formation, may obtain this from the Municipal 
Offices, 3215 Eby Street, during normal business 
hours. 
Tenders must be submitted in sealed envelopes - 
addressed to the Clerk Administrator and clearly 
marked "Snow Removal". The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily accepted. ) 
* t  
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk Administrator 
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La'st year, Terry Stern .. 
helved save mdllonsof dollars 
"from going up in smoke. 
Last year in B.C. over 65,000 acres of prime 
timber were completely destroyed by forest fires. 
That amounts to about 9 million dollars worth 
to the people of B.C.-our forests. 
Terry is only one of the more than 43,000 
members of the B.C. Government Employees' Union ~ 
of timber. Timber that belongs to the people of B.C. working for you all over the Province. 
Fortunately, because of Forest Rangers like Terry At all kinds of jobs. 
Stem, the loss wasn't as bad as it could have been. ~ Under all kinds of working conditions. 
He spends agreat deal of his time watching ~,,~,,~ All people whose skill, experience and 
the horizon for that first trace of smoke so the ~a~..~ dedication have lnade our provincial public 
B.C. Forest Service can try and 
stop firob fo eit The B.C. Government 
chance to spread. 
Terry takes pride in knowing Employees' Union  
he's helping to protect amost 
valuable and essential resource We' re  workin 9fo r  you .  
employees among the most 
efficient anywhere in North 
America today. 
And that's omething to 
be proud oL 
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Your Individu 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake - -  
SATURDAY 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
Don't let a work opportunity 
lead to overconfidence. Luck 
is with you, but don't expect 
immediate results. Be willing 
to work for rewards. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Someone is interested in 
yon, but you may lack con- 
fidence. Don't overspend in 
trying to impress one who is 
already on your side. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) ]][ 
You could experience a bit 
of a letdown. ,A family 
member may go back on a 
promise to help -- or ther~ 
could be strings attached. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~ 
The slightest thing goes 
wrong and you may lose 
confidence. At the same time 
success could go to your head. 
Find a happy medium. 
LEO ft .-.C~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 0 ~  
Don't be penny-wise and 
pound.foolish. You're willing 
to overspend when interested, 
yet inclined to be stingy re 
necessities. 
VIRGO ~ ,  
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
After initial caution, your 
mood could swing to over- 
confidence.. Don't let self. 
worth depend on the ap- 
probation of others. 
LIBRA .A~L~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Talking about good luck 
before it happens may be 
interpreted by others as 
boasting. Read the fine print 
on contracts, esp re finance 
payments. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) l lb ,~  
A social gathering looks 
promising, but a close tie may 
wish to leave,early. On your 
own, you're liable to over- 
spend or play too hard. 
• S O AmUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Talking about your good 
pulnts is not the way to make 
an impression on a higher-up. 
Career progress indicated, but 
work for results. 
CAPRICORN ,~f~ 
(Dec, 22 to Jan. 19) 
A date may suffer from 
mood swings. After an initial 
enthusiasm, a close Ue gets 
cold feet. You'll be wise not to 
assume too much. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)~4~"--~ 
If worried about finances, 
make up your mind to apply 
yourself at work. Close ties 
are willing todo what they can 
to help you out. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Getting your viewpoint 
across to others seems dif. 
ficult, yet a close tie is sup- 
portive. The p.m. is conducive 
to romantic bliss. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) 111f 
Inner worry interferes with 
efficiency. Share concerns 
with close ties and you'll feel 
much better. A time when love 
works wonders. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~1~ 
In the midst of a hectic noisy 
party, you and a loved one 
spend quiet moments 
together. Capitalize on 
creative thoughts now. 
LEO 
(July 23 to ,Aug. 22) ~"~ 
It will be hard to ,get 
everyone to agree about a 
career matter, but where 
affection is concerned, the 
bonds grow stronger. 
SUNDAY 
woo 
(AUg. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Don't scatter energies. 
Concentrate on one project for 
success. Take the initiative re 
a romantic interest at a 
distance. 
LIBRA A ~g"~ 
". (Se~ pt. 23 to Oct. 22) ~"~ ~' 
~""~ Financial complications 
may require some time spent 
doing the books. Share 
romantic moments with a 
loved one in privacy. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(OCt. 23 to Nov. 21) 
An old friend can point out to 
you what's right about a 
relationship. Don't let current 
problems dim the overall 
picture. Be romantic. 
SAGITrARIUS ~t~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 
Nerves could be easily upset 
now. Perhaps, you're pace is a 
bit frantic. Talks with a 
person in authority settle you 
down. Career gains. 
CAPRICORN ~f~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Proving your independence 
will not disguise the fact that 
you're still in love with an old 
flame. Give in to the impulse 
to call. 
I I 
MONDAY 
ARIES 19) ~4~ 
(Mar. 21 to ,Apr. 
A busy day of com- 
municatioins with very little 
settled. Avoid getting en- 
tangled in arguments. Act on 
that financial plan. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
PUt a lid on spending. You 
could overextend yourself 
now. Heed the advice of a 
partner or close tie re a work 
project. 
GEMINI ] [ ] [~  
(May 21 to June 20) 
Concern about your own 
self-linage impedes getting 
along with others. Forget ego 
and buckle down to work. New 
ideas will succeed. 
CANCER ~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You may feel you have 
enough problems of your own 
without getting involved with 
those of others. Don't with. 
draw -- participate! 
1£O 
(July 23 to Aug 
Don't expect oo much from 
friends now. Interpersonal 
relations are somewhat 
clouded. Talk things over with 
a trusted tie. 
VIRGO ~)~.  
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Rushing won't make things 
happen careerwise. You'll 
come up with a solution re 
finances. Others promise 
more than they deliver. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22),.u.~ /~ 
You'll do better con- 
centrating on the here-and. 
now than making far-out 
future plans. Shrewdness aids 
you're financial situation. 
SCORPIO ~ ,  
(Oct. 2~ to Nov. 21) 
Hidden factors affect 
financial dealings. You'll be 
wise to be wary of overex. 
tending yourself. A charge 
card is temptation to ill- 
fortune. 
SAmTrAmUS X~# 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Small differences could 
escalate re a relationship. A
private talk with a friend is 
rewarding. Allow partners the 
right to do their own thing. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Too many things on your 
desk impede work efficiency. 
Your best hunch careerwlss 
comes through a friend. Be 
careful of health and diet. 
AQUARIUS ,~=~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Match intentions with 
performance. Don't go 
overboard in spending, esp at 
social get.togethers. A friend 
is prone to exaggerate. 
Pisces 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
After a burst of enthusiasm, 
you may get inhibited, esp in 
talks with close ties. A career 
idea sounds nice, but will it 
work? 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
versatile and have many 
interests. Your success comes 
when you learn to concentrate 
on one thing and gain the self- 
disicpline to see your project 
through to completion. You're 
attracted to the professions 
and can succeed as an ar- 
chitect, lawyer, or scientist. 
You have much creative 
energy and will make an 
original contribution in your 
field. Don't let the hardships 
of life cause you to lose faith in 
yourself. In fact, they'll 
strengthen your purpose to do 
your own thing, Birthdate of: 
Woody Allen, fllmmaker; 
Mary Martin, actress; and 
Cyril Rltchard, actor. 
I @ 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Home seems too busy with 
confusion reigning there. Put 
your house in order. Attend to 
neglected tasks. Then relax 
with a loved one: 
PISCES ) ~  
(Feb. f9 to Mar. 20) 
Talks with others could in 
some way upset you. A close 
tie calms you down. Be 
grateful for those who truly 
understand. Be loving. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
sensitive, imaginative, and 
have a geod sense of what the 
public wants. You can succeed 
in music, acting, dancing, art, 
poetry and fiction. You work 
well in partnerships, but can 
be temperamental if you're 
feelings are hurt. Life teaches 
you much about the human 
heart, and you'd make a good 
counselor or teacher. Hold 
fast to your ideals, lest you get 
yourself in a rut or settle for a 
job that doesn't match your 
capabilities. Don't be ex- 
pedient. Birthdata of: Adolph 
Green, lyricist; and Julie 
Harris, actress. 
I 
AQUeous 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~.=~ 
You may be inclined to play 
the field re romance. Don't 
bestow your affections in- 
discriminately. Make laisure 
time constructive. 
PlSC= 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Problems on the domestic 
front require a decision now. 
Consult with experts re in- 
vestments and savings 
programs. Curb ex- 
travagance. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
creative flair which will serve 
you well in either business or 
the arts. You have charm 
coupled with the gift of gab 
and would make a good 
salesman, esp of stocks and 
bonds. A born writer, you can 
succeed in journalism. Ad- 
vertising, literature, editing, 
publishing, and criticism. 
Your social contacts will be a 
factor in your rise to the top. 
Cultivate a sense of respon- 
siblli~ and a community- 
minded spirit for success. Art, 
film, and acting may also 
appeal to you. Birthdate ef: 
Joseph Conrad, novelist; 
Maria Callas, opera star; and 
Jean Luc-Godard, fllmmaker. 
I i CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 41 Invalid 57 Signet ring 9 Time of final' 
1 Disease of t~ Legendary DOWN Judgment 
sheep isle of the 1 An attempt 10 Egyptian 
,5 Matterhorn dead Z Food fish dancing irl 
8 Jewish 45 Primer 3 Ancient 11 Confederate 
month 49 Island off Syria soldiers 
18 Wife of Zeus California 4 Tropical 11 Exclamation 
13 Old French 51 Dravidian American 19 Marbles 
coin 5~ Card with tree ZZ Lucifer 
14 Part three pips 5 An acid" 24 Machine part 
15 Evangelist 53 Decimal 6 Eye- 25 Clean -- 
Roberts point infesting whistle 
IS Underground 54 Opera worm 26 Menace 
cemetery feature I Places 2"/Soak . 
18 Love apple 55 -- gene 8 Covered 29 Ninny 
Z0 Disgraces (easy) passage- 50 Satisfied 
Zl Old salts 56 Before way 33 Chest sound 
33 Paid notices Avg. solution time: 27 rain. 36 Puts to rest 
14 American I ILIEIAISITIILIAITIEISITI 38 Andean 
grapes IClUICII<IOIOIIAIDIOINIAI I I ruminants 
A cheese IAITIHI I INIGIIMIOITITILIEI 40 Money of 
31 Timber tree LEON E__WER EAR Peru 
31 Hindu guitar ~ 42 Behaves 
M Peer Gynt's IFIORITIHIEIDIEIFIEINISIEI 43 Spanish 
mother ITIOITIEIRIEIN[OIII~ A~ length unit 
Naomi'a i INI.~.--KiAIBI I I / I  44 Nest of 
chosen IW1AISIBIAISI'FIR E N TI pheasants 
name IEiSITIEIEIMIIUINI I ISIOINI 46 Challenge 
31 Agent of INII IEILILIOIIRIUISISIEITI 
reaction ISIAISISIEISIIEITIHIEILi 47 Charles Lamb 
39 Certain lO-I 48 True 
raflwaya 50 And not 
m 
[ NeN I. NN 
24 25 26 / I 27 W28 29 30 
31 ~32 J 33 ~ 34 
35 36 [~37 38 
~ ~ 39 40 ~41 ~ ~  
49 50 ~51 
CRVPTOqUIF 10-1 
VKCFFZ MNUCWEXHYXVCH TNMC 
TNAZ YDWUEKCA DNVVZ 
Saturday's Cryptoqulp -- STONY CATARACT SWIFTLY 
CASCADED INTO WATERFALL. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: X equals O 
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. S.~le letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can gwe you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is ~complishnd by trial and error. 
t 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
~Jr . ,~  PIll6 #AVE P / F ~  
O~CTIV66.- ~T  I I~ON~_T 
ND HE KNOW, ~ ANYONE/.~ 
' ,~ , J  
P ~ ONLY~#~  ,.( H~'# ~n'A  ~" 
~: THINO'LL ~IVE "~ ~'F)Y/N~ 'H~#,.~ 
$o 
o~g-~. ,  • _. 
CATF ISH 
/ 
the  WIZARD OF.  ID  
PI T- . / UNI;r-  ,4 - t-IAPy  Ar-- , . , v_  , To A _ / 
B.C. 
E:E'A 
i ii , 
Ic T 
DOONESBURY 
C'/40N, MAN, TIlE ,~  /" 
TO START 7H~ P.~APl/~ • 
~~E NI~ UNTIt. c= 
YOU'ge T/YERE. ~, 
OKAY, O/rAt, z'Lt Be 
PONN IN A MINUTE. 
ONLY 70 MAKE. ~URE YOU 
m 
PEOPI~ DONOr DI.~4AN- 
7ZE TttE HO¢~. 
, i  
NORTH ~Ug TIME, 
IF YOU K/CON #CHAT 2" 7ttO~.#~q" 
r MPJ.N, MAN. TI~ WILL 
i , 
U/~,.r /~Y HAVE 
"HELD IT UP 7"0 YOII [4/ANT 
71-/E t/6#r ~/~- "lt/~ lAf/F./t~ 
IN6 REt4E//P~AL. FARM PI~'TTV 
~ /  RAP, PONT" 
No Closet Space 
For Gay Husband 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~ 1079 by Chicago Trlbufle.N,Y. News Synd, Inc, 
DEAR ABBY: I never thought that I, a 45-year-old 
woman, would ever be writing a Dear Abby letter, but I am 
so confused and frustrated I don't know where else to turn. 
My husband is 52. We've been married 24 years and have 
four children. About three years ago my husband lost all 
interest in the physical side of our marriage. Thinking iL was 
something he couldn't help, I didn't make an issue of it, 
although I found it very hard to live with. 
Last week he confessed that he is gay! He says he Iovea 
me and will never leave me and the children, and he hopes I
can put up with a sexless life because he has decided to 
sacrifice his true• nature for the sake of our marriage. 
Don't tell me to see my minister. He IS my minister. If I 
were to discuss this with another minister or my husband's 
superior, he would lose his job and probably come out of the 
closet and then leave. 
• . o • . , . 
I went to a psychiatrzst m a netghbormg c~ty. He gave me 
some tranquilizers and said I needed several sessions to get 
over my depression, but I can't afford his prices. Please help 
me. 
NO NAME OR TOWN, PLEASE 
DEAR NO NAME: Your husband is obviously bisexual, 
which is no crime. (People do not ehooee their sexuallty.) 
You need couneeling nnd so does your husband. Ask'your 
psychiatrist to refer you to n mental health clinic where 
treatment is available within your means. 
Also, nearly all religious groups now offer special counsel- 
lng for gay membero and clergy as well. Write again and let 
me know which denomination you belong to, and !'11 advise 
you whom to contact. 
I)EAR ABBY: What do you think of a man (he's in the ser- • 
vice) who writes his girlfriend (my sister) letters that go into 
such gross details of their intimate times together that it 
would make anybody throw up right on the spot? 
In case you think I snooped and read the letters without 
my sister's permission, I didn't. She showed them to me! 
• NEW JERSEY SISTER 
DEAR SISTER: The man who wrote those letters 
credited Ide~irlfrlend with more common sense, discretion 
and maturity thao she possesses. Don't you wonder why 
your sister wnnted to share those letters with you7 I do. 
DEAR ABBY: There is this couple with whom my hus- 
band and I go to dinner quite often-for business reasons, 
The wife chews ice like a teenager with bad manners. She 
dra|ns her water glass, sucks .the ice and then spits it back 
into the glass. The noise she makes while doing this simply 
drives me up a wail! Should I say something to her about it? 
LOUISVILLE, KY. 
DEAR LOUISVILLE: Does your husband BUY from her 
husband7 Or does'he SELL to him? 
• CONFIDENTIAL TO JACKIE IN JACKSON, MISS,: 
Don't aetlvste anything you don't intend to.finalize. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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8y Roger Bollen and Gary  Peterman 
m __ __ 
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By Johnny Hart  
• , By Brant Parker  and Johnny Hart  
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By Gar ry  Trudeau 
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Doukhobors: "spirit wrestlers" for God 
By PETER KINSP:Y 
GRAND FORKS, B.C. 
(CP) - -  Almont 200 years 
ago, Russian Orthodox 
clergy used the term 
Doukhobor to ridicule a 
breaknway group of 
peasants. 
in Canada, the term has 
become synonymous with 
bombings, burnings, and 
public nudity. 
The current popular ira. 
pression is as shallow as the 
way the group was viewed 
when it developed inRussia. 
The sect's origin is 
unknown, for it began among 
illiterate Russian peasants. 
The name Doukhobor, 
meaning "spirit wrestler," 
was coined by Russian 
Orthodox priests by 1783 as a 
derisive term suggesting 
that he group fought against 
God. 
But the group accepted the 
name, saying it signified that 
they fought for God, 
Doukhobors refused to 
worship man-made images 
- -  ikons -- and rejected the 
outward rituals of the 
church. 
The foundation of their 
belief is that he spirit of God 
is within the soul of man and 
Travel-Save 
In association with CP Air 
requires mark~.Ung represent,live= to promote 
eight areas in B.C. 
No competit ion with unique program. 
T:emendous return for consultants effort. 
For anpointment call: 
Jim Thomson 
fi69-1432~ 
Or sen,  resume to: 
Travel Save B.C. 
3rd floor 
800 West Pender 
Vancouver 
v6C 2V8 
directs hint, They believe, as other. The two sldes face 
theBibleeays, thatchurch is each other. 
where two or more are There is no instrumental 
gathered together united in' accompaniment o the 
the name o~ Christ. hynm-singing, but the part 
"They pray inwardly at au harmony precludes its need. 
times," John J. Veringin, • The symbols of their faith 
leader of the Ortbndox are bread, salt and water, 
group, says in a brief upon which they affirm their 
pamphlet en the history of statements ff called upon to 
Doukhobors. . testify in court. 
"On fixed days, they as- Doukhobora  are  
semblefor prayer-meetinp, wuetaHans and ImCllists, 
at which they greet each 
other fraternally with low' 
bow.  s ,  , thereby  
acknowledging every man as 
.a bearer of the Divine Spirit. 
"Their teaching isfounded SASKATOON (CP) --  
on tradition, which is called Comedian folk-elnsar Bob 
among them the Book of I, ffe Stromberg believes he 
because it lives in their doesn!t have ..to..tell dirty 
memory and hearts. In this Jokes to get to the top. . 
book are recorded sacred ,, ,,. ' There s a misenaception 
songs or chants, partly that humor always hasto be 
composed independently, raunchy. I wunt my humor to 
partly formed out of the be wholesome, of a good 
contents of the Bible, end qua l i ty  and always 
these are committed to po=/tive.;' . . . .  
memory by each succeeding ~roml~rg mesmerizes nm 
generation." audiences with a pot.poarl of 
Daring a prayer meeting, comedy, mime and original 
men and boys stand on one folk songs that appeal .to 
side of the hell, women and elmoIt anyone. 
glrk -- always with their The New England native 
heads covered --  m the showed his skill during a 
recent wo,week •tour of 
Wemcn' Canadian chmv.hu, 
where he used four. dlffarent 
acts .to suit audiences 
raeWng from kindergarten 
children up .to mlddlenged 
nightclub crowds. 
A. committed member of 
the Covenant Church, 
~mmberg is one of an in. 
creasing number of 
mm!elans using the church 
renouncing "killing, violence 
and in general ll relations to 
living beings not based on. 
love as opposed to their 
conscience and to the will of 
God." 
Leadership of the group 
was hereditary, with a new 
leader being proclaimed at 
the aixweek commemoration . 
Freedomlte faction, whose cessfully urged that the 
Orthodox group reconsider 
the traditional custom when 
hewas proclaimed leader in 
~eoz. lie suggested that 
rather than calling him the 
leader, they appoint him 
honorary chairman of a 
democrat ical ly elected 
executive committee of the 
danger of that. 
Previous lenders "were 
accepted as more wise, more 
able, therefore in that eeme 
they can be related to dis. 
clples"'of Christ, Verlgln 
sayS. 
He reluctantly agrees that 
some older Orthodox 
members still consider him 
• chairman post. 
Members of the Reformed 
group, aii former members 
of the radical Sons of 
Freedom sect, say their 
lender Stephan Sorokin is 
regarded aa a spiritual 
leader in the sense of a priest 
or minister. Sorokin isn't 
even a Doukhobor, but a 
service of the previous group, a pesitlm he can be in that light and says he haa Ukrainian who became a . Freedomites, says he wants 
leader's death, vowed out of at any time -- tried to avoid this by Baptist miseinaary. ~ nothing to do with the 
veriAin, however, su~- 'although there seems little creating the honorary And the ' now-tiny minority group, 
Christian eomie enjoys church audiences ., 
members say they will 
believe in burning property 
as a means of renouncing 
worldly values and finding 
salvation, say they regard 
Verigin as their "spiritual 
and material eader," and 
the "living Bible." 
Verigin, whose group 
includes many former 
to set a ctert in the per- 
~ormins m'u,, 
He loves church audien- 
ces. 
"You eouldn!t live' off of 
Just church performances, 
you can't beat this. 
People come ot~ and see You 
and always like you. If. other 
comedians had ~the right 
counectlona I'm sure they'd 
perform for.these types oz 
audiences, tab." 
HIS formula involves 
flanks .through mime and 
serious folk ballads to 
demonstrate hill "Joy of 
living." Unlike many 
comedians, his trademark it 
helping people see the 
w.tive ,de of ilk and 
kd~ them aleut their 
natural fallibility. 
He says church audiences 
are more receptive tos com- 
bination of the serious and 
humorous than secular 
crowds. 
l ib  humen-intereat stories 
and belkds deal with the 
~l'Ull~l~eaI of everyday life 
- -  being loved, finding 
SUCCSaS and growing up. 
"I a.m very commltml to 
my faith and I want ~o use 
that in a way that people can 
relate to. There are m many 
people in the faith who can't 
relate TS cthsrs," 
Keuping a group of restless college years with a He has perfected the art of line, but always managing to
children und¢~ his spell was children's "heatre in Chi- : ~tory-telling, buttering it up slip in the Christian moral at 
perfected uring his post- cage, with a contemporary story, the end. 
Zionist network said key 
~onmn, he says. people living in Israel don't in 258 cities through me 
"For a longtime 21onism believe in the existence of world, and sponsors tripe to 
was in.the hands of non- the state of Israel." Israel. It alsohas 15 religious 
religious people. Many kibbutzim in Israel. The 
reliilous Jews didn't believe Beni Akiva ' has other 435 are non-religious, 
in Zionism, and even now, educational and social The Montreal chapter has 
some extremely religious programs for young peonle 300 members. 
Many of his ballads 
directly refer to Christian 
values. "Make it your..ely 
Religion roundup 
The Canadian Churchman 
says there is only one answer 
for the rest of Canada to give 
Levesque: "We will not 
negotiate Sovereignty- 
association on the basis of 
the white paper." 
LONDON, ant, (CP) -- Do 
Sunday sermons ound tired 
and boring? Maybe your 
parish leader needs an extra 
winter holiday to lift his 
flagging spirits. 
The.Huron Diocese.of the, 
An'giican, Chui'cE ha~, 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  The 
~,-0o0 members, of. Beni 
Aldva believe that he key to 
Jewish survival is through 
the  creation of a world 
Zionist network, its director 
says. 
Abraham Duvdevani, 
executive director of Beni 
Akiva in Tel Avlv, nays that 
the youth organi=atlon 
promotes the Jewish religion 
within the Zionist 
movement. 
"We want to create good, 
religious leadership In 
Jewish communit ies  
,hronghout the world as we~ 
as motivate Jewish youth to 
live in Israel," says Duv- 
dnvani. 
He wan in Montreal 
;k~tive to keep a little per- 
spective today" ere the 
lyrics to a song that urges 
people to avoid dwelling on 
problems that will be the 
dinner-table Jokes of 
Rev. Harry Bryden of Tha- 
me,ford, Ont., who is single, 
says the extra week would he 
especially beneficial for 
clergymen with families. 
"I don't know how my 
married colleagues manage 
sometimes to keep up with 
the demands on them," 
Brydon said. "A refreshed 
clergy gives you better 
service." 
The matter has been 
referred to the synnd's 
ministries division for 
further study. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- There 
were raised eyebrows when 
Roman C..atholic Archbishop 
J4~PPh Plourde circulated a 
questionnaire among priests 
which sought views on the 
recently u part of his annual 
tour of the 33 countries 
where Bang Aldva is located. 
In some places, it's forced to 
operate as an underground 
movement, sub~sct o per- 
secution, Duvedvani nays. 
"These end up been8 the 
strongest group=," he says. 
Founded fit 1~9, It ia the 
rely youth movement to 
combine religion and 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Canadian Churchman says 
Rene Levesque's white 
paper on the Quebec 
referendum denies the rest 
of Canada any chance for 
real negotlaiion. 
The national newspaper of
the Anglican Church of 
Canada says in an editorial 
tomorrow. 
Stromberg'a talent for 
that the white paper "is a 
earefullydrawn blueprint for 
action, and Canada's consent 
has already been taken for ' 
granted." 
"Although Mr. Levesque. 
propnatd giving its ~ler~ a~ 
extr~ :week of.."'~t~a~'g~,, 
ad~ ~t) the fullm~'~h .m~..t~ 
entitles his blueprint a 
proposal, the language is 
that of an int~lm report, the 
end prodnet; ~f~prellminaw i., 
nsg0tiatlens;" *  ' ' "'" 
Up](== Pallor Bob Leayk  u r c n  OF YOUR OH ICE 
: , ..... .... I I -T: ..... " '0o'rner"~of 'Haliimiliand N.Thonla•i ' ' I . : . ' I II ' . ' I i ' :' L ' I ! '  ' "  : "  n l 'S  ' ' '" ~ U N I ~  ' " ' ..... ' ~ 
9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching 
/ ~ ' Sunday School / ' ' 
/ ~ l.l:O0 a.m. Morning Worship Service / .~ 
/ rH.~m=It i l lA l t i t I~  d '~.~ l l l~d l l l  ~ 7:30p.m. Singing and Bible Study / . .q .  . . .  i-, • , t,~1 .... I _~.  
/ , . , ,v=u= ~' - ' - l r '  . . . . . . . . . .  "~  Wednesday8:00HomeBibleStudies ~f  ~.1~4"~,~' | (~ t t e z o t m e a  ~nutcn  ~ I 
usefulness of the Knights of 
Columbus, a men-only 
Catholic fraternal society. 
But the Archdiocese office 
now has issued a statement 
saying there is no confiiet 
between the Archbishop end 
the Knights, an organization 
formed in the U.S. almsat 100 
years ago and dedicated to 
charitable, social and 
i~iotte,aeUvities. ", 
Tbe Knights also aim to' 
provide financial aid to its 
~nembers and to assist sick 
and disabled members. 
A church spokesman said 
the Knights "have always 
been the church's right 
firm." 
However, one of the arch- 
bishop's taff said he wants 
to know how the present 
"activities of the Kul~iis fit in 
wi~ the church today. 
Plourde is said to be eager 
for the Knights to engage in a 
family renewal program 
being established in the 
Ottawa area. 
And the chuch statement 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 635-9019 now that the internsfional 
leadership ofthe Knights has 
already begun a program of 
' Sunday Services-10:00a.m. . personal aplrital renewal. 
~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. ~ ~ BROCHET, Man. (CP) -- 
~ ll:0Oa.m.-I~loly Communion for the family . J r  ~ Instead of locking up the 
~ Min,ster: Reverend Lance Sfephens. 635.5855 / . . . .  "~  cburcliat6 p.m. as somecity 
" . House-  P ra i se  avoid vandalism, the Cres of 
Indians in this northern 
AV: n U: ~ I I I ' ~  L40-360 ~ ? :~it?~: 1 , . , / ,~ . .  Manitoba community fill the Roman Catholic St. Pierge 4830 Straume Terrace 636-2312 
"~.  SATURDAY EVENING 7:30p.rn ' . . . .  / ,H I I , I I  I IO IM IM I l l=  I ,m,, '~. "$~orsh iD  ,0 :30a . rn .y  l ip  ]0:30a.rn. ' / I church every eveniug'~,!ri~t~i~s~er~e~rA I 
. . . .  Su-NDAYMA$$E$ 9:o0am. / - - -~31WahSAvenuc  ~ ~ Edu~."~hau~. ) -e '3e  / ' J 
]1: Ins.m. .~"  ~IINnAY ~.~.J,~ ~ A class for all agea / I eveniug,'lasting an hour and 
, 30 / i a be", and in hot or 
I" ' ~I 1 ~ ' l y  Worship Service I . weather. 
• I M e,ng Welcomesl , "When I am not there, an 
I TUESDAY NIGHT .. . 'I . elder who leads the singing 
I ~a'yerAAeet ing  . You To I service."c°nducts the communion 
I '.. . . . .  " Wornh in  I ' . . Brochet isabout l,100 kilo- 
, I metres .n°rtl h, ~,t' Whm, iveg 
/ nn ;~;~2;e ; ;  ~ ; ; : ; ' ' "  . "~= E reirtgeTRYeWo l:aer: /CHRIST  LUTHERAN CHURCH [ 
635 5446 or 635 2626 fl Park Avenue • parks Street a d venue ~ ~ ~ . . .  
man Ha2en B.A.M.Div.0. 635-3485 
WorSiilp:~ervlee- =ta.m. ~ z 4~-~ A _ _ ,  - t,~, 
Church Schoni 9:4,a.m. / i ,~ .~~~.~ 
Sunday School, ConflrmaUon / I , .' .~ ": 
Youth end Adult Ciseses . .~ I ~ . ~ ~ , .  ~ .. ~'" f. 
Holy Communion first / I D,=~.~.~-.~,*~;-# 
Sunday each month / 
"When I am not there, an 
conducts the communion • 
l 
3341 River Drive Terrace, D,C. 638-1661 ] .... I 
TM Mos| f&mou, |,$klhn Ihl Wodd * 
I 
J 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m ~ ~/~[ l~m~ ~" 
~ Reverend R.L. White 
Morning Worship ll:00 a.m. . ~ "  I It's time to call your 
"~ E yen ing Worship 7: 30 p.m. ~ " I Weh'ome WaR,,n host e~.~. 
I I  
I I I I  I I I 
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-. • It'sa matter of life and breath 
e n i l -A ide  n i mnli n u i i  u i m nuuaunnniiiiinlmmNulNllinmnuUlllU " 
I -  • • . J r  
i WllHTMAII It SMITH i 
JI IC. 
Make space at home 
Your family is getting den, depending on the size of 
bigger, but-your house is the porch. 
getting smaller - -  or at least 
it seems that way. This is the 
dilemma facing many .a 
homeowner who knows that 
"moving up" to a larger 
• home is now out of the 
• question. 
MM Fortunately, there are 
.several solutions to over- 
populated house problems, 
• HEAVY INDUSTRIAL-1.5 Duplex on Graham Ave. 3 • say designers and contrac- 
• acres, Hwy. 18 at Brooks bedrm, uni~ on main floor ~ tors. Hcrc are some ex- 
_m with 1,600 sq. ft. of shop lS acres, near Williams plus 2 bedrm', unit in •amplcs :  
bldg. with office, stock Creek on 01d Lakelse Lake basement, carport at- • 
Rd. Some timber included, inched. Both units modern, • When you can't spread 
• oilr°°m'furnace.tW° bays,Askingbathroom,$85,000. Priced favorably at $18,000. kitchens and living rooms, • 
M owner will consider ten- separate  bathrms. ,  • out, go up[ A loft, extended 
: ling also until sold. CLOSE TO SCHOOLS laundry area. Priced to sell "- over a high-ccilinged living 
II I acre of cleared property This charming home could at =g,990. = room or bedroom can pro- 
• with barn, corral and A- be used as a four bedroom RES I~VIEW m vide space for a mini den or 
m frame which has had fire home or one with a two damage to intodor. We bedroom suite. Shake roof, property withlarge 1600 sq. • bedroom, according to your 
• Imve heen instructed tosell cedar aldi'ng and rock ft. five bedroom home. • family's needs. 
• property as in. Looation is flreplacegivethisproporty Attached two car garage. • Many  famil ies have 
Situatodjusta few minutes • found a better use for gar- • approximately 6½ mllm a. very appealing rustic from downtown. Reduced m_ 
[ north of Terrace on Kalum charm. Some redecorating to $79,5OO. Drive past ~,~ m ages that were previously 
m Lake Drive. For more done. 1OxI4 storage shed. 
= information call 635-6361. Twoplum trees. This is a Cedar Crescent, then car • u,;:n~.,,°nly for s tor ing 
delightful home and should for your appointment to • Garages are now 
• 5 acres at 5318 McConnell be viewed soon because It view. : being turned into bed- 
s Ave. Residence has 4 should not be long on the FAMILY HOME " • rooms, dens,, recreation 
• bedrms., two bathrooms, market with this asking • spacious liv. rm. and price of $45,500. , This 5 year old basement • rooms and even kitchens. 
home is ideal for a growing m The cost ofc0nverting a gar- 
• kitchen. Full basement family. Three bedrooms on = age into another room is less 
• with extra rough plumbing • for additional plumbIng 6.2 Acres investment main floor with potential • than adding an extra room 
~and lots of room for property with looation hard for development in them onto a home and many 
to beat al the intereecllon basement.  Part ia l ly  • families feel that the added 
• developing rooms. Prop. is. of Hi[hways 16 and =.' finished rec room. Double • 
• ievelandclca~'edwithgooo Over 1000 ft. of hl~hwuy carport. This is tocatedon ~ space ts more important 
• barn. Asking $85,000. : P I C T ~ O M E  and road frontage. In- ½ acre lot offering plenty • than having a place to put 
eluded in this property Is a of play area  for the • the car. 
• Beautiful og home on 15 pumping station with children. The asking price • Don't overlook the attic, 
• acres on Old Lakelse Lake capacity of 600 gal. per on this property IS $66,500. : even if there does not seem 
Road. The"A" frame style minute. Also included in 
Adding a room to the 
back of your home or on top 
is still another solution to 
the shr ink ing-home di- 
lemma. Such extensions will 
require professional exper- 
tise and therefore be more 
costly. 
:Basket 
storage 
There are many ways you 
can use baskets for storing 
odds and ends throughout 
the house and what with the 
many decorative types of 
baskets available, why not 
put them to work for. you. 
in the kitchen, baskets 
can hold paper supplies uch 
as towels, napkins, foil and 
paper plates. You can even 
nail baskets to the wall for 
storing odds and ends. 
In the bathroom, .use 
colorful baskets for storing 
towels or soaps and other 
supplies. 
Baskets can hold maga- 
zines and reading lasses by 
your bedside, or perhaps 
manicure .supplies. 
You'll find many new uses 
for baskets throughout the 
house . . .  in the youngsters' 
rooms as'catch-ells for toys, 
I 
PRICE & VALUE 
Is there a difference between price and value? 
Where does the basin value to the buyer reveal it- 
self? In the answer to the question "WILL THIS 
PROPERTY SERVE MY NEEDS AND MEET MY IN- 
TENDED USE?" 
When looking for the home you want to own, it is 
possible to become confused by the many alterna- 
tives at similar pricks currently available unless you 
have sorted out your requirements. 
The variable aspects of a property to be consi- 
dered would include: location - -  access to schools, 
shopping and transit; construction and style; 
number of rooms; extra bathrooms; finished and 
unfinished areas; garages/carports; paved/gravel 
driveways; landscaping; lot s,ze and shape'; mort- 
gage amounts and interest rates; and any extra 
items included in the asking price - -  i.e. drapes, 
appliances, etc. 
Maintain a notebook, keeping information and de- 
tails on all the properties you Inspect. As well as the 
features you like and dislike, record price, taxes, 
extras and your reactions at the. t!me of inspection. 
~ewew your notes rrequently wni[e you are searcn- 
ing for the "right" house, always keeping in mind 
the use and needs you intend to satisfy.. 
Compare and contrast the properties you really 
like and which most meet your particular equire- 
meats. Be critical of them to find why you prefer 
them, and which needs they meet• Compare and 
contrast the financial aspects of your preferred 
properties. Check them against your present peel- 
tion as well as your projected finances. 
This is one method of•finding the difference be- 
tween the price and value -- as it relates to you. You 
can become better acquainted with the market situ- 
ation as well as your own requirements. Then, when 
the right combination presents itsblf, you will 
quickly recognize the "right" property for you. It will 
be the one that will serve your needs and meet your 
intended use. 
H(*.(JL~( )l~ 
Punished in the  interest of the ~omrnunity 
by your l oca l  Real Estate Board in co. 
operation with the Canadian Real Estate 
Electric heat 
pump for 
home comfort 
A compact electric "'box" 
that cools in summer and 
heats in winter offers he•c- 
owners in many areas of the 
country the best available 
solut ion to al l -weather 
comfort. 
Ca'tied the "heat I~ump, ''
this heat/cool system relics 
solely on electricity to take 
the place of a central air 
conditioner and forced-air 
furnace in new or existing 
homes. 
More and more home- 
owners concerned about 
future means of heating 
their homes in the face of 
uncertain availability of oil 
and natural gas are taking a 
hard look 
The heat pump cools in 
summer - -  like a central 
cooling system - -  by col- 
lecting heat inside your 
home and transferring it 
outside. 
In winter, it heats by 
reversing this process. 
It is the efficiency of the 
heat pump that appeals to 
thrifty Americans: depend- 
ing on climate, geographic 
location and equipment, it
can cost 30 to 60 percent less 
for heating than straight 
electric resistance heat. 
In existing homes, 
cost will vary depending on 
! home features 3 bedrooms property is a cozy three 3.75 acres of residential M 
upstairs and a spiral bedroom home, full property reauy tot a nose • 
• staircase. There is also an basement. An excellent ~ hT l~t  aw:n ~ :ub~i~e~ : 
• mffinished double garage opportunity for develop- 
• and large log shed on sent.  For more in- well. Located in Thornhlll • 
• property. Must be seen to formation call 635-6361. on Kofeed. Asking price.of _M 
_m be appreciated. Priced to ~ $4O,OOO. For more m- i 
m sell at $68,o00. formation call 636-6361. • 
~ , , . . . .  ,mS 
• . . . • 
m A.E. Le Page Lumted Coast'~l!~:/Coast" RealEstate Serwce =_ 
i t ~ r "  S ' 7 ' S l  . EVENINGS ' [ 
! m' l  ~ ~ " - - J~ lk ' lD  ~ i BobRIpmeester  Har ry$rn l th  ms 
3 V ~P"  ,d r  q~F ,~v  ~1~ l 635.2832 635-2826 i 
i .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .  J ImOuf fy  Laur ie  Forbes -  m 
; 4§1 1 LAKkLSk AVIs, 635-6688 635-7448 i 
• . . . . .  , . . .  A Stan Parker  Gordon  Olson • 
imm• ll[ItlUIUl:, l i eU ,  635-4031 635-4035 • 
!|=mmumnmsm,,mmmnn=m!,,sms•-,mms||s|u•u-, mmumm|mmll bedroom, 
n . 
PRUBEN & I)ORRIE(1.s, LTD. 
to bc enough light or floor in the living room for stor- 
space. Dormer window or ing extra ashtrays, c~astcrs 
skylights can be added or :rod the TV guide. 
structural' changes made, • ' 
with the help of an cxpcri- Double your laundry space 
cnced contractor. Attics are 
ideal for youngsters' bed- if you're really cramped Some appliance manu- 
rooms, sewing rooms or for space but still want laun- lecturers offer accessory 
offices. • Basements can be con- dry convenience, make a mounts for just this pur- 
.... pose. There are also wall- 
v¢'rted into recreation robms clever compromise by set- hanging dryers available to 
or workshops, and much of ring a compact dryer over a give you twice the conceal- 
the work can be done by a standard sized washer, ence for your.laundry space. 
family experienced in do-it- 
yourself projects. 
Enclosing a porch is yet 
another way of adding space 
to a crowded house. Such 
space can serve as an extra 
sewing room, or 
0 Percent Mortgage - 4918 
k~ott Ave. Close to all 
~hoola. Attractive 4bdrm. 
Lome, acorn fireplace in 
Lying room. Full basement 
vlth re• room, laundry 
room and workshop. For 
appointment to view call 
)Ick Evans. 
)RIME LIGHT IN- 
)USTRIAL LAND IN 
rHORNHILL 
~ecated close to Husky off 
~tation in Thor•hill with 
!rontage on Highway 18 
~ast access road this 
ightly treed property is 1.8 
leres in size and an ex- 
:client Industrial site. For 
fnrther information phone 
Rusty or Bert Ljungb. 
LOOKING FOR A 
VAMILY 
l'his brand new three 
~edroom split is ready and 
~vaiting for new owners to 
nnove in. Featuring a 
~eatalator fireplace, 
carpeting, 1½ baths, 
~ouble windows, easy care 
extorts' of Alcan siding 
=nd brick and a covered 
entrance from the paved 
driveway and carport. To 
view phone Rusty or Bert 
L,jungh. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
11ERRAOE'S OOMPLETE REAL ESTATE SBIVIOE 
4648 Lakelse Avenue 636-6142 
HIGHWAY 16 E. AREA 
Light industrial • a~rox, 
1% acres of light industrial 
property on Crescent 
Drive. Asking $47,50~. Call 
Dick Evans. 
INVESTMENT OP- 
PORTUNITY 
Modern five-plex with two 
bedroom units, sunken 
living room, carpeting, all 
electric heat, patio doors to 
sundeck, well insulated and' 
sound-proofnd. Excellent 
10½ percent mortgage 
which can be assumed and 
property is a registered tax 
shelter. For further in- 
formation phone Rusty or 
Bert Ljungh. 
t 
J 
NEW HOME IN THOR- 
NHEIGHT SUBDIVISION 
Well constructed split-level 
with central fireplace, nil- 
wood furnace heat, car- 
peting, 1½ baths, sun- 
decks, and 520 sq. ft. 
finished in the basement. 
For viewing contact Rusty 
or Bert Ljungh. 
COMMERCIAL 
BU81NE88 
Grocery convenience store 
in H~'seahoe area, This is 
an excellent location near 
schools with lIO0 sq. ft, 
three bedroom home at- 
tached. Call Danny 
Sheridan for further 
details. 
TRUCKERS SITE FOR 
RENT ON PURCHASE 
Located on the Rifle Range 
Road this property was 
used by a local trucking 
firm, and has 2½ acres of 
cleared, gravelled yard' 
space, a 40x80 ft. shop and 
a two bedroom trailer. 
Contact Rusty or Bert to 
view. 
5129 AGAR AVENUE 
.Three bedroom bungalow 
with an ell furnace, car- 
peting and an attached 
carpertlocated on a '~ acre 
lot. Property cleared and 
fenced. For viewing phone 
Rtmty or Bert Ljungh. 
½ acre building lot in 
Thovnhlll. Could be sub-! 
divided. Present offers. 
Call Dick Evans. 
HOME WITH LOVELY 
VIEW 
Churchill Drive - 1400 sq. 
ft,, full bast., 3 large 
bdrmns., 2 natural rock 
f i rep laces,  ensu i te  
plumbing. The living room, 
dining room and instr. 
bedroom have ample 
windows and patio doors to 
capture this excellent view 
of the Skeena Valley. % 
acre lot, circular drive and 
enty of natural trees for 
vacy. Good start on 
ge rec room with plenty 
of windows and ground 
level door to private yard, 
Pall Bob Sheridan for more 
details, 
4 BEDROOM .HOME 
Price has been reduced m 
thin. attractive home 
featuring a brick fireplace 
In living room & cedar 
feature wail. Covered deck 
off dining room, full 
basement with rec room 
workshop, laundry room.... 
and sauna. To view can 
Dick Evans. , 
l 
HOMEBTEADER8 
DELIGHT 
Beautiful property - fan-  
tastic view. Thirty-six 
acres for t]0,000. Very 
seldom can  you acquire 
acreage for leas than 11900 
per acre. On scho~ bus 
route, Just north of town 
and partially cleared. Give 
Danny Sheridan a call for 
information. 
BERT LJ'UNGH - 535-STS4 
• RUSTY L JUNGH.  LIS.STS4 
DANNY SHERIDAN - LlS.Sn7 
KENwoRTH ROAD 
Over 1400 sq. ft, of living 
area In this 3 bedroom, full 
basement home with a 
fireplace, carpeting, 
laundry area off the kit- 
chea and the property is 
153x353 and is excellent soil 
for gardening. For viewing 
phone Rusty or Bert 
'Ljun~h. 
I I 
L IGHT INDUSTRIAL 
120 feet f rontqe on 4900 
Block Kelth Ave. Over 1 
acre. For more in. 
formaUon call Dtek I~.vm,. 
JOHN CURRIE  - 798-2250 
BOB SHERIDAN • 63S.|664 
DICK EVANS - 43S-N4B 
Asso¢ia#on. the home construction, ex- 
isting ducts, insulation, wir- 
ing, and the like• 
• MORTGAGE MONEY 
UNLOCK THE EQUITY  IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVOURABLE RATES 
CAC REALTY' I .T~D, . ,  ..... :.,•~ 4624A GRE IG 
.......... AVENUE 
PHONE 635-6108 TERRACE 
BOB HAYTE R, MANAGE R 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 
63§-4971 4619 PARK AVE, 
Just right for a young 
family. Clean three 
bedroom home, located 
Just a few minutes h'om 
town; Large closed.in 
porch, 140 gallon hot water 
tank uanrea hot water any 
lime you need it. Asking 
~0,000. Call Pat for your 
viewing. 
THERE lib NOT MUCH ON 
THE MARKET AT THIS 
PRICE! Listed at 130,000 
property includes 938 sq. ft. 
two bedroom home, 
garage, storage shod and 
320 sq, ft. two room cabin. 
Situated on paved road 
near town. Phone Mudel 
for details. MLU. 
Four bedroom family 
home. House Is in good 
area and ready for you to 
move in. Fully fenced with 
well kept yard. Phone Judy 
for more information. 
COMFORTABLE AND 
AFFORDABLE:  At. 
tractive three bedroom • 
country home on 1 acre. 
Landscaped with a good 
garden area. 
l i 
We have a 50' building lot 
on water and sewer. Asking 
price only 111,000. Call 
Chrintel or Hurst Godlinskl 
for this one. 
COUNTRY LIVING IN 
TOWN 
3 bedroom older home oll 1 
acre of gorgeous lawn and 
trees. 440 8q. It, eundeck 
over attached carport. 
Large too room with free 
standing fireplace nd wet 
bar. Pall Pat for your 
appointment to view. 
Enjoy developing your own 
hobby farm on two acres of 
land. There is s tog barn 
=nd a three bedroom house 
with an attractively 
finished Interior. Call. Judy 
to view, 
ACREAGE WiTH LOG 
HOUSE 
8mail log home on 150 
acres In Kltwanp. Barn 
and outlmlldings also on 
the property. Acreage Is 
not In agricultural freew 
and could he subdivided. 
Sated at 0M,040. Call Pet 
for more information. 
i 
Commercial building of 
frame construction, 4,600 
sq. ft. on two storeys, total 
rentel income $1,650 per 
mouth. Located on Clark 
Road. Asking price 
$135,000. Call Horst 
Godllnski for details. 
A large family type home 
of panobnde cmntruellon is 
available immediately, it
Is new, rustic, warm, 
carpeted - -  very ap-. 
peuilngt Drop in to the 
office and see It for 
yourself ou "Realscope',, 
oar Realty World picture 
presentsfloo. Muriel hue 
the delalin. 
i 
Acreage on Cory Roud one 
block north of Halliwell. 
For more information, call 
Judy. 
HOME ON ACREAGE • 
8mall hobby Inrm sU sel up 
for horses only ten minutes 
from town. House has three 
bedrooms, full basement, 
and 18 five years rid. 
Asking only '~SD,S00. MLS. 
Call Christel or Horst 
Godlinskl at ~S-639I. 
LIST WflH REALTY W0RLD- THE BUYER FINDERS 
I 
OUR SIGN IS ON LOTS 
OF LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG! CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
635-5397 
120xB0 foot lot in Cop. 
perslde Estates. Water 
hook-up available. For 
more InformaUon, call Joy.. 
Family home in preterrod 
area. Three bedrooms, 
modern kitchen, good 
carpets throughout. SUdlng 
doors into sundeck. 
Natural gas furnace and 
hot water. Quiet no through 
street. Two fireplaces. 
Asking $7=,500. Call 
Christel or Hocst GodlinskJ 
fur more details. 
Best the high Interest 
retest Assume the mor- 
tgage on this new three 
bedroom split level home. 
Fireplace, carport, car. 
pored throughout, It can be 
yours before Christmas If 
you act now. Call MudeL 
Cozy home on acreage. 
Inquire about this two 
bedroom home on 1½ acre 
close to town. Has several 
outbuildings and a few fruit 
trees. Excellent soil for 
prdening. Asking price Is 
only $34.000. Call Christel 
or HorJt GodUnskl. 
PATQUINN 
63b. 2532 
MURIEL  NEALE HORST GODLINSKI FRANK SKIDMORE JOY DOVER JUDY JEPHSON 
' 635-2944 635.5397 635.5691 635-7070 638.1652 
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LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or tess $2.00 per fn. 
sertlon. Over 20 wOrds 5 cents 
per wOrd. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
~l.20per Inser tlun. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
M~t be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
sex NUMBERS: ,~ 
75 cents pickup. 
~1.75 matled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per eqate line. 
Mlnlmum charge 55.00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
S3.60 per column Inch, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
Ona 4 month besls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:00 a.m. on day prevlous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER afhlr than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of M.20 on all 
N.S.F. cheduss. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONSI 
NO charge provldad news sub. 
mitred within one month. ~.00 
pr~uctlon charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received nne month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without ploture. Sub oct to 
condenset on. Payabe In ad. 
vance. 
CLA$SIFI ED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Blrths 5.50 
Engagements $.50 
Marriages $.50 
Deaths S.50 
Funerals 5.$0 
Cards of Thanks 5.$0 
h%,morlal Notices $.S0 
K#4 | I ; ; ;  
Effective 
October 1, 1918 
Single copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
ByMall 6ruth. 25.00 
By Mall 1 yr. ,LS.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
Brlttsh Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year aS.00 
Box 3W, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Kltlmat & District 
Phone ¢12.2"/47 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under opproprlate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any edvertlssmant and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Redly Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
6OX replies on "Hold" In. 
structlons not ploked Up wlthln 10 
days ot explry of an ad- 
vertlsement wlll be destroyed 
unless malllng Instructions are 
received. Those answering BOx 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first pul0ncatlon. 
It Is agreed by the edvertlseF 
requesting space 'that the 
Iloblllly Of the Herald In the 
event of tenure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ed. 
vertlsement as published shall 
be nmlted to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for. only one n. 
correct nsertlon for the portion 
of the advertising space getup ed 
by the ncorrect o¢ omtffed item 
only, and that there she I be no 
liability to ony event greater 
than the amount pald for such 
edvertlslno. 
Advertlsements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Humen Rights Act which 
prohibits eny advertising thet 
discriminates egalnst any 
parson because of his race, 
rellglon, sex, color, natlonallty, 
ancestry or place or orlgl% or 
becau~a his Ige la between 44 
and 65 years, unlau the condition 
PHONE 635.6357 Is lustlfled by a bone fide 
Classified Advertising Dept .  requirement for the work In. -. ,.VOIved, :..... 
, , " 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.37,47 
or 635-3023 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Maflhew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? Call Birthright 635- 
;3907 Nbr. 3-4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 a.m.. 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 s .m. .  5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m.. 9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m. • 10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635-5136 anytime. 
SKEENACENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.ln Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANS PORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other activities, please 
phone 635.2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
1'COMING EVENTS 
3"/.~ PETS i : 
"w j..,sc 
48. SUITES• 
FOR RENT 
Kltlmat A.A. Conl~ructlon 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday- Step Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays . Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, Klt lmat General 
Hospital. 
AI.Ahon Nkmtlngs. Tuesday 
• 0 p.m. United Church. 
Rape Railer 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
~384381 
De you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Available! 
Phone 635.46,16 
635.9O52 
638-1514 
Alcoholics Ansnymoug 
Meetings: • 
Mon.e:3opm United Church. 
Mon. 0 p.m.,Alenon-Skeena 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening. 6:30 p.m. - 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmst. 
Women's A.A. Meatlngs . 
every Tuesday night at 7: 30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped ere 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
ea.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635-6320 or 635. 
5233, or leave donations at 
tha Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet- 
ween 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
-a support service 
for women- 
4/11 Lazelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
6354145 
Drop In: 10 a .m. .  6 p.m. 
Men.. Thurs. 10 a.m.. 4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer a com- 
fortable relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet and share 
Idaaz. Children ere welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday. slngte parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday • Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays - 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 • 3:50 pro. Phone 
for appointment.. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslflers 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
.4:10 pm. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Men. afternoon 1 
-2  pm. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need it, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly: 4V= - 5 yrs., 
(we.kindergarten): Spring 
blitz. Deovelopmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
Dig into the Past 
PDQ 
On Friday, November 30 at Carpet & Flooring 
7:00 pm at the Kitbnat 
Mnseuml Brian Seymour, Installation 
Provincial Archaeologist, 
will present a slide show on Yousupply--we Install 
the happenings inhis special 638-1691 
field in British Columbia,and (am-1-10-79) 
in our area. 
NC -3O N 
Ksan House Society 
General Meeting on Wed. 
nesday, December 5, 1979 at 
7:30 p.m. in the Terrace 
Mental Health Boardroom, 
4554 Lazelle Ave. Everyone 
Welcome 
NC -4D 
Terrace Art Association 
SEARS 
SALESAGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental ironwork 
3972 Doblo Street 
Phone 635.7824 
10a.m.- 2 p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm.12-10-79) 
INSlSTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
Terrace Art Associatibn is stock. Get relief with a 
sponsoring a Pre-Christmas concrete Investment. 
Arts and Crafts Sale in the 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appolnfment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Publlc health Inspectors can 
esslst wlth sanltatlon 
problems, such as food 
pelsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage dlsposel, prlvate 
water suppl es ~ aqd P.r. ince George. Jr. S~, High 
nuisances. . . . . .  Scl~bdl'f0r ~t'ude~i'(s' and~ 
SPEECH and HEARING teachers attending in. the 
Skeana Mall Nov. 30 and 
Dne.1. 
NC -3O N 
Saturday December,9, 1979 
Chriotmas is coming 
Make your gifts at Ceramic 
Classes. New rngistrallon to 
start Nov. 26 1979, For 
beginners and all ceramists 
St: 
The Hobby Hut 
4444 Lakelee Ave,, 
Terrace, B.C. 
535-9393 
NC-3ON 
Franglo Fun Club 
Dance Dec. 8 
8 PM-New Elks Hall 
Tickets available at Fran- 
cine Jewellers-Gamma 
Boutique Sight and Sound- 
Pro.Tech electronic 
NC-3O N 
School Reonion 
CLINIC years 1945-1958! 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audiologist Date: June !4, 1980 
will do hearing tests on Place: Royal Canadian 
referral by family doctor or Legion, 
community health nurse. 1335 7th Ave., 
Speech pathologist Prince George, B.C.. 
therapist wil l  carry out Time:6:3op.m.,DinnsrT:3o 
speech assessments and p.m. 
therapy. Price: $12.00 per person. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. FIRST COME, FIRST 
635.9196. SERVE! Get tickets newt 
Assessment and planning for Contact: ClydeSmabslet, 120 
those eligible for Long Term Ahken Ores., Prince George, 
Care. B.C. V2L 4N1 (604) 584.0852: 
after.5:00 p.m.) 
COMMUNITY s. Jean May (604)5~-7724 
VOCATIONAL Mrs. Ruth Flynn. (;604) 584. 
REHABI LITATION 7731 
SERVICES Self appointed committee of 
threel 
AID TO HANDICAPPED NC-3ON 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance Saturday December 8, 1979 
at Skeena Mall a Bazaar 
for vocational and social with arts and crafts and 
rehabil itation done by baked goods. Sponsored by 
consultant, the Terraee-Thornhill Band 
Parent Association. 
To Whom It May 
Concern 
On December 3, 1979, 
Monday evening, in con- 
Junction with the Skeena 
Valley Fair Association in 
Terrace, Mr. Bruce .Wisbey 
of the B.C. Ministry of 
Agriculture will be putting 
on a workshop on Vegetable 
Production: 
Growing transplants, direct 
seeding, fertilizer programs, 
weed and insect control, 
harvest ing ,  storage, 
economics and marketing 
options. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
hold every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox Unlted Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Lazelle Preschool 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There are a few spaces 
available for children ages 3. 
5 in this progressive daily 
nursery school. Special help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
e.g., poor co-ordlnalion, 
delayed speech develop- 
mere, etc.. nol requiring 
medical referral. For fur- 
ther information, phone Ihe 
Supervisor, Netty Olsen, al 
635-7918. 
The workshop will be held at 
Thornhill Jr. High Schonl 
Terrace Thornhill Band Library at 8 P.M. ~arp. 
Parent Association are For further information, call 
holding the following tune- Mary Walbauer-835-5815 or 
:ion Saturday Dec. 1 at 7:30 David Erickson-635-3425 
p.m. Dinner Dance at C~t Dec 
Sknena School. Tickets on 10, 
, AUCTIONS 
sale at Sight and Sound. 
NC-30N 
International Order of Jobs 
Daughters Nbr. 53 will be 
selling tickets for a ear raffle 
in the Skeena Mall Friday 
evening Dec. 14 and all day 
Saturday Dec. 15 
NC -12Dec 
Hard Times Dance 
Sponsored by the N.D.P. of 
B.C. will be held December 
1, 1979. 7:00 cocktails, 8:00 
dinner, please bring your 
favorite dish. 0:00-1:00 
dancing. Music by 'Force,' 
Plaee-Thornhtil Community 
Hall. Tickets phone 635-5304 
NC -30 N 
AUCTION 8ALES 
Every Sunday 
2 p.m. 
Selling cars, furniture, tools 
hundreds of new and use( 
items in stock. Open all de: 
Saturday for viewing an( 
consignment. , 
L.W. Sears 
Auction Sales 
3092 Hwy 18 
(Next to Northern Inn) 
835-7824 
C2- 
23,29,30,6,7,13,14,20,31,27,28 
Dee 
SchmlHy's Excavating 
635.3939 
(am.1.10-79) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635-5340 after 6 p.m. 
(am.1-10.79) 
Telephooe secretary for P-T 
employment. Must be willing 
to work shifts, have a good 
voice and pleasant telephone 
• manner. 
Phone 638-8195 for Interview 
Cffn 28-11-79 
Wanted 2 experienced 
foreman and one superin- 
tendent for major out of town 
water and sewer project. 
Approx. 6 months work, for 
interview call 835-9277 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
C3.30Nov 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
requires a .Bookkeeper ..... 
Office Supervisor, A 
challenging posit/on for the 
individual with 3-4 years of 
~ roven experience in ookkeeping and office 
procedures. Initiative and 
the ability to supervise staff 
is essential. Apply with 
resume to Personnel 
Director, Mills Memorial 
Hospital, 4720 Haugland 
Ave., Terrace, B..C VSG 2W7 
A5-20 N 
24, SITUATIONS 
W ANTED 
MECHANIC 
BURNS LAKE 
11,625 
For the Provincial Ministry 
of Transporation, Com- 
munications and Highways, 
under the direction and 
supervision of the 
Mechanical Foreman, to 
carry out prompt, neat, 
accurate and reliable 
detailed overhaul work on 
the ministerial equipment. 
Duties include maintenance, 
repa i r ing ,  ma jor  
overhauling and rebuilding 
of ministerial vehicles, 
equipment and machinery; 
when necessary, main- 
teimng liason with garages 
whore repair work is being 
done and inspecting and 
approving the quality of the 
work; travelling Is 
necessary in carrying out 
and arranging repairs or 
inspection of equipment; 
other elated duties, 
Graduation from an Inter- 
Provincial Standards Ap- 
prenticeship in eat.her 
automotive or heavy auty 
mechanics or hold a valid 
B.C. Certificate of 
Qualifications inautomotive 
or heavy duty mechanics; a 
working knowledge of 
machine shop procedures. 
An isolation allowance of 
$66.95 is also paid. 
Canadian citizens are given 
preference. 
Return applications to the 
Regiolmi Personeel Officer, 
Ministry of Transportation, 
Communications and High- 
ways, 400A546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace V8G 1V4 by 
December 12, 1979. 
COMPETITION 79:2342A 
AI-27 N 
Offers Invited for clear 
cutting an etght (el acre 
stand of L. Pine and birch. 
To he followed by grubbing 
and clearing for cultivation. 
Merchantable trees to 
contractor, balance to be 
decked on the property. 35 
miles east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. D Harvard, 
P.O. Box 2458, Smlthers B.C. 
Ibl7-~3 
1320-11 Dec. 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas. 
1) Copparslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Wesfvlew area. 
Pls call Norma at 635-7496 
Buy or Sell Marlelle fashion 
and gold lewellery. 
Managers and sales persons 
needed In thls area. For your 
free catelogu(~ please phone 
638-8392 evenings or write to: 
Marlelle Nbr49-4625 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. If 
Interested in learning how fo 
obtaln free Jewelry or selling 
please advise. 
C12-33 N 
Pre-School Supervisor  
wanted for Terrace Day 
Care. Call 638-1171, 635-2243 
CFTN. 1.11.79 
The -~ 
DAILY HERALD 
heeds 
CARRIERS 
In the followlng areas: 
Thernhlll 
:ottonwood St., Empire 
St., Paquefto Ave., Kofoed - 
DesJardlnes, Kofoed . 
Sharpies, Rlver Dr. ,  
Burgess - Laurler Ave., 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newell, Golf 
Course. 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Wlllo~ 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Agar, 
Galr, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
)hone: 
635-6357 
between 9am and 5 pm. 
Kitimat . . . .  
fukon St,, Quall,,-:,S, terllng 
Streets, Oriole - Osprey 
Streets. 
I f  Interested -- phone Kelth 
at: 
632-2747 
)nc-ctfn) 
BACKHOE 
• for 
HIRE 
Phone 
6354454 
635.4757 
(elf n-2-10-79) 
i 
"ForqSafer Living. Fuel Economy & Cleaner Air" 
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS" 
• ~,IR DUCTS FURNACES • 
eFIREPLACES" 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-roe cleaning .• 
)6 Starling Street., 635-S292' 
Kltlmat, B.C. V0C 11<5 632.2466 
For Sale: One concrete 
power trowel with extra 
blades $700.00, one tamping 
machine $500.00, one con- 
crete vibrator'S300.00, one 
H.D. coast wheelbarrow 
$30.00, one 10 cu. ft. capacity 
cement mixer $475.00, 400 
wedges for concrete forms 
$35.00, one two ton chain 
hoist $125.00, one sixteen ton 
hydraulic jack $25.00, one 
new main breaker fuse panel 
$75.50, one 100 AMP main 
breaker box $40.00 and more. 
Phone 635-3566 
C10 -6 Dec. 
For Sale-30 gallon gas water 
heater t~50.00; 58000 BTU all 
space heater. $50,00 ; 200 
gallon fuel tank ½ full of 
stove oil $100.00. 635-5855 
P3-2 Dec 
For Sale-One Vanguard Slide 
in Canopy 1½ years rid. 
Lighted, paneUed, storage 
spaces. Also one Explorer 
Canopy Flteon Box, 2 years 
old, lighted with beat rack, 
step ladder, two-way doors, 
white and redAlso 1978 GMC 
PU, powder blue, radio,4 
speed, excellent condition. 
Also,Pioneer Powersaw all 
reconditioned. For more 
information. Pls pL/,~e 638- 
1744 after 5 p.m. 
15 minutes. Save time and 
$$$ (one cent per ounce of 
bread) At tachments  
available, revolutionary 
Magic Mill II, grinds all 
grains, peas, beans, self_ 
cleaning. Weighs 8:& pounds, 
grinds 80 pounds per hour. 
Sales Service. Dealer 
inquires: 
Okanogan Kitchen 
1172 High Rd., 
r ,~lo~n~.B.C. VLY 7BI 
. . . . . . .    13 212 
anytime 
Wanted to buy-late model 
tandem axle holiday trailer. 
Phone 638-1604 
P3-23,27,30 N 
WANTED 
~qpot cash for your: 
BCRIC 
shares 
queeanway Treding 
3215 Katum 
638-1613 
s, tfn-ll-3o-79 
i 
12 ft aluminum boat 9.S 
Marc. motor.Oars, gas tank 
and life jackets. Ph 635.4596. 
C10.30 N 
16 fuot boat with cabin and Is 
HI) evim'ude motor and tilt 
trailer. For more In- 
formation Phone 638-8426. 
P5-3 Dec 
The JULIE MARIE, 32 feet 
motor sailer, insured value 
$35,000. Owner transferred, 
sacrifice sale $35,000 or will 
consider real estate as part 
of full payment. Contact 
Brian Oltmann, 1425 Pigott 
Place, Prince Rupert. 624- 
4960. 
Bosch Dough Maker. Heavy P10-6 Dec 
Duty. 600 Watt Motor, 
standard, 5loaves capb~ity. 
"Kneads whips, blends and 
Slic~.(~'dn ready.dough in CI-20N 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall 3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635-2794 o. 
635.5661 (am-7-8-79-Tu,Fr) 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
fire. Phone 635.4081. (cm-5- 
10-791 
Would like tobabysit n my For Sale: Registered 
own home, have 8 yrs ex- 
perience. Wil l  supply English Springer Spaniel 
reference, puppies. Price $150. Ready 
Phone 635-5803 for Christmas. Phone 
C1 -30 N Quesnel 747-1169. (c15-17D) 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have 
them pro fess iona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl et 635- 
2776. (c40.12D) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywall, stucco, ti le, 
llnoleum. Free estlmafes. 
Phone • 
. . . .  " 62~!m 
clothes dryer, vent kit and 
wiring materials included. 
Like new ~25.00 
Call 638-1401 after 'S p.m. 
weekdays or weekends. 
P3-3ON 
For Sale % size older style 
metal bed with mattress: 15 
cubic ft frost free Moffat 
fridge. Apt. size electric 
stove. Also Wanted to buy 
bunk beds and crib. 
638-8217 
I)3 4.D 
For Sale-General electric 
stove, gold, very good 
condition. Snow tires with 
studs Nbr. 65013. Datsun 
tires. Phone 635-5233. 
P-30 N 
M,atching d iamond 
engagement and wedding 
ring set. Appraised $1000. 
Offers. Phone 635-9606 
P3 4 Dee 
16 foot Mark III Zodiac. 40 
lip I anchor, 2gas tanks and 
flares. Call 638-1054 
For Rent: Bachelor rooms In 
mobile motel complex N 
Kalum trailer Court. Frldge 
In each room, community 
kitchen, laundry facilities. S~ 
week single 37.50 week  
double 635.9473 
C28 -19 Dec 
HILLSIDE LODGE , 
4450 Llffts Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, cen. 
lrally located. Fully fur- 
nighed. Reasonable rates 
k)y day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635- 
5611. (ctf-f) 
• J 
Royal typewriter, manual, 
desk type M5.0O OBO. Large 
pet cage for Air cargo t~0.00 
0BO Phone 635-2643 
PI .3ON 
3 Br full basement house for 
rent on quiet street $375.00 
per month. Available Dee.lit 
1979. Call 635.2880 after S 
p.m. 
1:'23 Dec 
2 Br. Apt. for rent, available 
Dec, 1st. CaLl 535-$828 
C2 -20 N 
Urgently Wanted 
For Sale by builder. Your 
Female needs ride •from choice of slx homes. Prices 
downtown into Thornhll l  reduced For more In- 
,hee l  Area between 3 and 4. formal:on pls call collect 
Will Pay Gas. PIs can the doys-562.4114, evenings.562. 
3697. 
Herald and leave a message. CTFN-25 Oct 79 
CASH For Sale or rental purchase• 
Will pay Instant cash for 947 square foot homeat 4735 
BCRIC shares; Ph 635-4226. McConnell Avenue, 2 
c20.11 N bedrooms,fireplace, garage, 
new carpeting. Priced in the 
Wanted to Buy.Batteries mid 40's. Phone Russ Roper 
from old car andtruck and collect 562-4114 days or 562. 
cat. Top price paid. Will pick 3697 evenings or weekends. 
up. Ph 638.4735. 
P20-30 Nov 
• WANTED: 
Used or left.over siding 
material (chlpboard etc.) for 
use on barn. Roofing 
materiel also. In good 
condlllon only. 
Phone after 6 635-4690 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur. 
nlture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635. 
5417. (ctfn-11-10-79) 
I I  
WANTED 
Spol cash paid for good 
used furniture, guns, 
lewellery, skates, BCRII 
shares. 
Anylhlng of value 
We buy--sell--trade 
Gunsmithlng 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace 63e-161: 
Alfn-Tues,Frlday 23.11.7o 
CTFN 21-11.79 
!UNF IN ISHED HOME 
rand new home.1100 sq ft, 
ramed and closed In. Full 
sement, lot she 80X160. 
Phone 63.$.7878 
10.SDec 
Business family with pete 
require 3 Br home. Phone 
635-4688 
Want to rent by Jan 1, 1580 
tramfering working couple, 
one child, no pets. Require |
or 3 bedroom house of 
trailer. References g 
required. Phone 685-4533 
Nelson B.C. collect 352.91g$ 
C15 -12 Dec 
Want 1o real by Jan. 1, 1980 
Iransfering working couple, 
one child, no pets. Require 2 
or 3 bedroom house of; 
trai ler. References If 
required. Phone 635.4533 or 
Nelson B.C. collect 352-9195 
A15.12 Dec. 
57, 
. AUTOMOBILES 
isecond floor. Air Con~ 
-dltlonod. Located et 4623 
Lakelse Avenue: Ph 635-2SS2~ 
ICTFN 2-11.79 
Naluable commercial ot In' 
=Terrace. For sale or build 
• owners requirements. Fo~ 
Into pIs ph. Ru*ss Roper 562- 
4114 _Collect. 
C1=T1~'.~.11.79 
iLot on Kerby St. in Tbernt~ll~ 
/]6300 Write D. Parmsnter. 
Box 754, Terrace. 
1~ 28, 80 N 
Lot for Sale or Rent 764 Pine 
Street, Thornhlll Area. 
,=hone 202-3765. 
~15.9,16,23,30 N;7,14,21,29 
D;4,11,18,25J; 1,8,15F 
~:holce commercial lot at 
~53 Park Ave. Asking 
135,000. Reasonable offers 
considered. Contact Marion 
Woodland "at Alande Realty 
,at 563.333"2 or 562.4648. 
C.4-7.1&21.30 Nov 
TENDERS 
"Anyone Knowing tne 
Whereabouts of the next-of- 
kin of VICTOR WIEK ALSO 
KNOWN AS VICTOR VAK 
ALSO KNOWN AS VICTOR 
WICK ALSO KNOWN AS 
~.VICTOR WEAK who wos 
born In Finland on April 28, 
i885 and who resided at 
Terrace, B.C. and Sinelair 
Mills, B.C., kindly contact:- 
Public 'Trustee,File Nbr 
741110, 
Attention: R,J, SULENTICH 
800 Hornby Street, 
Vancouver, B,C. ' ' 
VBZ 2C~ , .. . . . .  . ': , 
A2-80 N 7Dec.: :~ r k" ' 
APPLICATIONFOR A 
PERMI'ILENDER THE 
POLLU~ION~ON~ROL 
t ~,~ Ila3Refum@) 
This application ieto be filed 
:.with the Director of Pollution 
~Contt~ol, Par l iament  
~uildlngs, Victoria, British 
Coltanbla, VSV I)[4. Any 
,~rson who qualifies as an 
objector under secilon IS of 
~the Pollution Control Act 
y, within 30 days of the 
te of application, orwithin 
30 days of the date of 
pabilcation in th~.~he Bdtlsh 
~ t t L o r _ i n _ ~  
IPewsl~p~,t~ ~liet~ t~ervlce 
Is required, within 30 days of 
serving copy of the ap- 
~lieatinn, file with the 
Director at the above ad- 
• ess an objection i  writing 
the granting of a permit, 
Stating the manner in which 
he is affected. 
~'he purpcee of this ap- 
catisn is to permit the 
cbeMILof ro.~.frem ot~ 
Ound. 
e, Regional District of 
Kithnat-Slikthe of Nbr 94644 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
.C. VSG IS6 hereby apply to 
e Director for a permit o 
discharge refuse from the 
Kitwanga area located at 
Kitwanga, B.C. and give 
notice of my application to 
¢11 persons affected. 
The refuse-disposal site of 
approximately 10 acres 
(4.05) shall be located at 
portion of D.L. 1335, Ca, iar  
District which is ap- 
p'o~Imately 2.2 km north on 
Highway No. 37 past the 
Junction with the road to 
Hazslton. 
The type of refuse to be 
discharged shall be typical 
domestic refuse and septic 
lank sludg e. 
The quantity of refuse to be 
discharged (~4SHAI~ BE 
AS FOLLOWS: 
Average daily discharge 
(based on operating period), 
1= m3, total annual 
discharge, 4,380 m3. The 
operating period during 
which the refuse will be 
discharged shall be con- 
[~nuous. 
The nature or charac- 
teristics (in per cent by 
~eight) of the refuse to be 
discharge is estimated tobe 
~s follows: 95 percent 
dqmestie refuse s percent 
Idq)Uc tank sludge. 
T~te type of treatment to be 
applied to the refuse is as 
follows: compaction and 
covering of refuse monthly, 
sludge to be disposed of into 
a sludge pit. 
application, dated on 
November 20, 1979, was 
posted on the ground in 
accordance with the 
Po l lu t ion  Cont ro l  
Begulatious. 
Regional District of Kitlmat- 
Stikine 
No.9-4644 Lazelie Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 1S6 
A140 N 
Land for Sale- 157 acre's, 1100 
sq ft 3 bedroom house, 30 foot 
by 40 foot hlp roof barn, 20 
foot by 30 foot shop. 
Numerous other bulldln~s. 
Approx. 30 acres cleared, 
some In grass, numerous 
springs and ponds. Potential 
fish farm. 10 Miles from 
Terrace, all for $95,000. ,/~ 
down the restat 11V= per cent. 
_mortgage. Phone 638-1205. t 
For Sale-69 Chevelle, Gloss 
BIk with white scoop, good 
year tires on CDN rims. Ne~ 
clutch and pressure plate, 11 
to 1 pistons. 12 bolt rear end. 
many more high per. 
formance extras. Must sell 
Ph ~38.1427 or 635-5600. " 
..C10-30 N 
New Car Too Expe~dve 
A near-new 1977 Dodge 
Aspen statlsn wagon, only 
13,~0~0 roues, 22,000 ~ 318- 
V-8 PSPB Plus many 
original options. $4,000 oao. 
Phsne 635-9546 
.)3.3o N 
~) Province of Mint~tryol 
BdUM4 C~umb~l Forests 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prlncal 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST 1031-10.17 JS 
• located Treston Nbr 3 ranger 
'district Terrace, B.C.. 
Number of hectares 20.,1, 
viewing date December 4th 
1979, leaving Ranger Station 
at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tendlhg site prior to sub- 
mlffing a tender for this 
~o:nti~o~f :is mandatory. 
'De'adll'n'e 'for receipt of 
tenders Is 1 :30 p.m. 
December 13th 1979. 
Tenders must be submlffed 
on the form and in the en. 
velopes supplied whlch, wlth 
particulars;, may be obtained 
from the Forest Ranger(s) 
Indicated, or from the 
Regional Manager, Ministry 
of Forests, Prince• Rupert, 
B.C 
The lowest or any tender wi l l  
not'necessa,.~r~[y I~  accepted. 
"This coil for tender is under 
the terms of the Canada 
British Columbia Intensive 
Forest Management  
Agreement." 
NOTICE OF TENDER 
All persons interested in 
submitting a bid for the 1960 
Janitorisl Contract for the 
District of Terrace are 
ad]~ that e ~ M the 
L~'~'cts are no°~'a~ll~ble 
at the District offices. 
Bids must be submitted to 
the Clerk-Administrator by 
12:00 noon December 7,1979. 
If any further lntomallon is 
required, please contact the 
Building Inspect ions  
Department between 8:05 
a.m. and 10:00 a.m. at 635- 
6311 local 58. 
Please note that the lowest, 
or any tender not necessarily 
accepted. 
DiKrlct of Terrace 
AS. 30N,3 D,5 D 
For Sale By Tender 
Canada Wide Mines Ltd. 
Offers for sale by tender 
the following items: all 
located at the Canada Wide 
Mtnes Ltd. Maintenance 
yard in Stewart, B.C 
1-1959 Western Flyer Bus, 
SN 1159, Model P-41, Unit 
Nbr. B-g. 
1-196e Western Flyer Bus, 
SN 4166, Model PAl-R, Unit 
Nbr. B-16 
l.Baldersen 988-B, 11 yard 
snow hucket, Model B$8-11, 
SN 104257. 
1.Caterpillar 288-A, 6 yard 
general purpcee bucket, 
Model 6yd-GB, SN 6362E1 
The buses are in running 
order All itemsare for sale 
(man"as is where is" basis 
and must be removed from 
property by December 14, 
1979. 
Tenders will be received 
until 5 p.m. December 7,
1979 or tenders must be in 
writing and delivered or 
addressed to: 
Canada Wide Mines Ltd., 
Box 190 
Stewart B.C. 
VOT tWO 
636-2216 
The owner reserves the 
right to reject any or eli 
tenders and to accept any 
tender considered ad- 
vantageous. 
A2.30Nov,3Dee 
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For'Sale-1969 Chev Impala 
Good shape, estate car, must 
be sold. Best offer. Phone 
635-3365. 
P2.3 Dec 
1966 Beaumont hard top, 
excellent body and motor 
condition. Phone 635-2979 
after 6 p.m. 
Must sell Immediately. 
1977 31 Foot Wilderness 
Travel Trailer. Asking 
$8,500.00. View at Reel Inn 
Motel Highway 16 West. Last 
traitor on left. 
Priced for fast Sale II foot 
Vanguard camper, call 638- 
1749 after 4 p.m. 
For ~ale.One 1970 396 Nova 
SS. PHeod to Sell 835-5572. To 
view 4724 Lcen, 
P~q0N ' 
1972 VW Statlon~vagen 2 
door, A-1 running condition, 
ho'dy In ext. shape, great fuel 
economy. 
Call 635.2859 or 635.376~ 
C7.30N 
1973 Dodge % ton PU V-8 
automatle, PSPB, with 1978 
Cbev canopy, snly 55,000 
miles. Asking ;2,000.00. 
Phsne 
1977 Ford F-100 Custom. 
Sflmdard 302 with canopy. 
Asking $4,700. Phone 635- 
,~ toot Vanguard t rave l  
trailer, exe. condition, 
carpeted  throughout ,  
shower, 3 way system, plus 
many extras. Phone 635-4739 
after 4 p.m. or weekends. 
CS.~D 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft. 
Wilderness travel trai ler.  
Asking $8,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 
Last trailer on left. (ctfn.2. 
For your Xmas Shopping 
{;Islt "jeanette's Ceramics In 
New Remo-Nelson Rd 
Candles end Barble Doll 
Clothes and Ceramics. 
NORTHWEST PIPE NOW OPEN 
.u , , . . ,  .,0 N.I 'S BODY SHOP 
9680. (c5-3D) 
1~ Ford F- I~ Explorer, 
like new-must sell, only 7,000 
iun, Phone 635-2198 after 6 
p.m. 
Ce-~0 N 
1976 ~/~ Ton Dodge Club Cab. 
P.S.P.B. Auto Trans. Travel 
Tank, CB and Camperette.. 
Phone ~8-1890 ~ 
1971 International Scout with 
bhydrtulie system and snow 
lade,asking 113000.00. Phone 
I~-4D 
59, ,  MOBILE 
HOMES 
197S Bendix 2 br .  mobile 
home..AI! appliances plu, 
dishwasher. Partially fur. 
nisbed, e.~-~49~ or 635-6428 
after e p.m. (cS-~D) 
i972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12X56, 2 Br with 10X12 
finished addition, completely 
furnished Including frldge, 
stove, washer, dryer, Must 
be moved. Phone 635-5539 
1971 Leader 12X60, 3 
bedroom, set up in Kalum 
Trailer Court. Fully fur- 
nished, 2 propane tanks, 250 
gallon oil tank. To view 
phone 635-5367 
.. 535-731)5 
We prepare your In- 
corportatlon papers over the 
phone..fast. For more In. 
formation please call THE 
LAW SHOPP E of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A.Lt.B. TOLL 
FREE 1124100443.3035 [In 
Vancouver call 687.2442. 
Charge)( end Masterchargd 
welcome. 
Atfn-10-10-79 F 
DIVORCE 
I;100 and filing fees 
We prepare your divorce 
papers over the phene..fast. 
For more Information call 
THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK 
D. JAMES, M.B.A. LI.B 
TOLL FREE 112-800.663.3035 
(In Vancouver area call 657. 
2442). Chargex and 
Mastercharae welcomed. 
ArM 20.9-79 
I 
Good quality hay for sale. $2 
per bale. Phone Telkwa 8~- 
5575. (c6-27,30N4,7,11,14D) 
1~-7D 
MADIGAN EQUIPMENT LTD, 
• requires 
HD MEOHANBOS 
. Must have T.Q. or eguivalent 
- Union rates, medical and dental plan. 
Insslv, W.R. ROSS 
RpIpS#" . 
4926 Keith Ave. 
635-7131 Terraoo, e.0. 
MADIGAN EQUIPMENT LTD. 
requires 
PARTSMAN 
-w i th  counter experience 
- wages based on experience 
- medical  and dental plan. 
Apply: W,R. Ross 
4926 KniSh Ave. 
638-7131 Torrooo, e.e, 
i 
[ SALES 
/ REPRESENTATIVE 
/ required for 
/ MAJOR 
POOL CAFt COMPANY 
i To cover Prince Rupert, Terrace, Kitimat & 
l Smithers. ' 
l Those applying will be ambitious, results-oriented, 
/ ss~ etart~g and have definite career goals. Proven 
i success in sales is essential. Experience in the Tran- 
l eportation industry is an asset but not essential. 
/ We offer an excellent starting salary, company car 
I and expenses, insurance plan plus other benefits. 
l All applications will be answered and successful 
/ applicants will be advised of date and location of their 
/ interview. All replies kept in strictest confidence. 
/ Pieaneforwerdcompleteresumeto: J.R.PHYSICK 
/ COTmELL FORWARDING CO. 
i 1755 Cottrell Avenue, 
L Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 21.,8 
ml i i i  i i  
PIPE. PL UMBING SUPPL IES PUMPS. 
t HOSES. NUISANDBOLTS FENCING 
, .WATER 5OFTENERS ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B C Hydro 
635-'/158 
NOW OPEN 
In the 
Al l  West  Cent re  
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
OPEN- Men. to Sat. 9 am- 9 pm 
4511-F Kelth Ave. $88-194~ 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COL.D WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN"  
CHIMNEYS - -  FURNACES - -  FIREPLACES 
BOIL1ERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
Mating system by using e PRO-VAC Reeldlmtlal. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vecuum 
Unit. Alto Introducing the new method of utilizing 
..... =~= ~pr~o.y ,!r f%~,!!iv, Re.on. ,, ~ -~: :~:::~ 
. . . .  Our'|orvlce gives p0sltlve and efflclant results;" ' '  ; :  
Call the PRO.VAC pecpla today and me for yourlmlf. 
Phone:  Pro.Vac Industries 
Torrec, 635-5292 Can. Ltd. 
' - -  _ Ser~vlcei Division 
Kltlmst ~Z '2496 Kltlmat.Tsrrlce, B.C. 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
.,., 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME |RUNSWlCK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM SIREE I 
IERRAC£ S C PHON£ 635.2473 
Cu,tom Upholstery. Febrlcl & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair end Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van ConverllOflS 
, Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 - $ ' 
Other hours by appointment 
Cleudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravei, Toll) Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio BIockl, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cemmt, 
'/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Avlllable for R~nt. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE LU.~N 
P.J.H. READY MIX 
ConMructlen Ltd. 
Plont Off Krumm Read 
Thorahlll 
EAS TSIDE GROCER Y 
'UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with  Je r ry  & Marg  
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 8.11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
44311 LAKELSE AVE. L15.2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across Iron tie Skeeea Hotel) 
4513Greig  635-2326 
NORTHERN LIGHT 
Stained Glass 
eRepairs 
,Supplies 
• Custom orders 
4820 Halliwell Ave. 638-1403 
, .  , . . . . . . . . . .  MUFFLERS 
Winter Months 
Nov.- Feb. 
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1981 3010K Kalum Street 
,>i i VA '   <-.,N.2.OONTRAOTIN6 I 
• __  i 
. .  . . . . . .  . I 
~~lest#a l ions ,  Hue Chests i 
C.ten Uai, Furniture, Icfluisliu I 
' ~ .... ~ General hi ldiag Contracting [ 
3510 S, Kalum 635-6585 Terraoe 
~' -~ '~ IF I l i l '~11~"  ~ ~lS ie  LTD, 
. . . . . .  , . , .  
OLD UlIL~. t/Clio [ /~  t, DOlt (~ 
q &qVqnterprise= 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 635.aIM 
Deye 6|5.61|$ Ernle 63S.t2S3 
GLACIER 
L r~,~ 4411 Legion Avenue 
A .,_,~'~ Terrace, D.C. 
s# 
.~ A Complete Glass and 
" Aluminum Service 
TERRACE, B.C. 
P.o.. ., ., ,, ...IM, 
II li II , 
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r ,, ,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,, Cars, KC  K ings  
dally her'ald ' winners  in NBA . GuardRandy Smith barely In the only o~er scheduled beat he. fi~.! buzzer with a NBA game Thursday, Scott layup uaslet that gave Wedmon scored 22 points Cleveland Cavaliers a 117- and Bill Robinzlne added 20 
115 National Basketball as Kansas City Kings 
Association victory over defeated Detroit Pistons 105- SPORTS . .  Yerk Knlclm Tuesday 95 for thelr eighth victory in 
• night, their last 10 starts, 
with 5:38 to play, but New row and the eighth in 10 
lef~ ~ . ."." rw  Pistons, who are buried in 
on a myup ana lotu shot the NBA,o oo,.,..i n, , . . , .  
by guard Ray Williams. baseme-"* . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cleveland guard Fonts b .... 
nta . . -I fo ta, cored ea i e r . ~ i e E c o C n s  Walker tied the game at 13o. McAdoo accounted for 
about Phil o Richfield, Ohio, with 54 32 points for Detroit and also taa~tip~am, sindue ~ L~s~i~nrb~eggireedLt~rCh ibUmprothve e t~leYier~omr~eliree~dor ~ theCanadiens, to avenge a5 seconds le~t on a pair of free grabbed 14 rebounds but re- 
3 loss here to St, Louis on 
beaten streak make it ira- period goals for to 11 victories, with one tie, Nov, 10. Blair Chapman and throws. After a time out, the ceived little support. ' . . . .  
Knicks worked the ball th  B A T T E R Y  S P E C I A L  
possible for the Flyers to Philadelphia, which WaLled in 12 games. Wayne Babych scored for around and fro'ward Michael F ine  rear  ignore the fact that it has 3.1 before taking charge, Elsewhere Thursday the loaers. 
been 19 games and more Richardson wound up taking 
than seven weeks ince last NEW YORK (AP) - -  North Stars coach Glen night, Montreal Canadiens Sabres Z Rangers 1 a 16-foot Jumper that MaJor leaguebemebail'sclub IJpto they lost, Sonmor said the Flyers "|ust were hardpressed to hold off Left winger Martin 
. St. Lonis Blues 3-2 and received credit for the goal bounced back out on to the 
'Tve never mentioned the took the game away from us Buffalo Sabres needed alate a.tP:50 of the third peried floor to team.mate Toby system°Wners have established a o f  fines of up to $ $83 27 
streak, but we allknow about for 18 minutes in the second flukey effort from Rick mat carried Buffalo to its Knight with 27 seconds left, • plus tax 
it," said coach Pat Quinn, period," referring to the Martin to edge New York seventh victory in eight The Knicks went to w~k $500,000 for any 
answering what Is becoming session in which Rangers 2-1. games while extendinl~ ,to againand, after the ball was management person who /~/ / /~/ / / /~1 
a familiar line of questions. Philadelphia outshot Min. Canadlens 3Blues Z five games the Rangers' Imocked out of bounds with makes public statements 
"It would be a feather in our nesota 19-8 and got goals St. Louis coach Barclay winleu streak. , I0 seconds left, Williams put about the current R2/F 75 amp 
cap to get it." from Paul Holmgron and Plager was disappointed Linemate Gfl Perrsaul't's up an off-balance 18-footer negotiations with the Play- 
"It" is a ,~ational Hockey Rick MacLeish. with the outcome of the .pass was going wide of the that bounced off the rim into era' Association over a new 
League record for con- ' "Our guys wom't be a game inMontreal where the net untflithitMartin'sshin, the hands of Cleveland collective bargaining v'Replace: 
secutive games without really good team until they winning goal by Pierre bounced off New York forward Mike Mitchell with agreement, The Times With a'new Motorcraft 
defeat, 28, set by Montreal do what the Flyers did Mondou resulted from a defenceman Dave Maloney, abonteixsecondsremaining, reports today. Battery--The Latest 
Canadiens in 1977-78. Right tonight--playeveryshiftfor pileup in front of the Blues' and skittered past rookie Mitchell fired an outlet The fine system is part of in Battery'Technology. 
now, the Flyers are nine the whole game. You don't goal. Rangers netminder Steve pass to Smith, who dashed what one owner described as 
downeourt for the basket the "Grebey discipline games away from tying it. win without consistent "It's a shame they had to Baker to break a 1-1 tie,' 
They took one step closer players," win the game that way," Buffalo's Derek Smith that gave Cleveland its fifth code," says a story by Terrace T01em Ford 
Thursday night, rallying for Mike Pollch and Steve said Plager. "Both Mmdou scored In the first period, victory in the last seven baseball writer Murray 4S31 gsitb 535-4984 
a 6.4 triumph over Minnesota Payne gave the North Stars and Danny Geoffrion were in The Rangers came bael~ with games. Chains. Sales Lid, 
North Stars --  their 16th a 2-0 lead before MacLeish the crease and didn't even a second period goal by Don ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~D 
victory, with three ties, since halved the deficit for try to get out," said Plager. Murdoeh, h]B llth o~ the i 
a 9-2 1o68 to the Flames in Philadelphia. AI MacAdam Guy Lafleur and Marlo season. 
±uemor les  anve  i n M iami  
handing off to Csonka, Just precise passes sparingly, at New York on Dec. 9 or a became the sixth player in • i sponsoring a 
like old times -- winning content o give the ball to Dolphins victory here over NFL history to accumulate 
times, Championship times Csonka on inexorable, time- theJetsonVec.15wil]clinch 8,000 yards rushing in his I Pte Christmas j j 
for Miami Dolphins. conlmming drives, the title for them. career, 
alter - B°-b Gri~e: re'gai'nin'g "the He h i . 1 3  ~l___ya ra.sj . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "Cs°'n'ka's perf°rmance The Patrl°tS' crippled bY ~ [ R S ic  [ i' ~.arvernac~ JOb ne nan lost I-" t~Sn, u~.~y, pa~es~.or llfteanls1979rushlngtotalto injuries and burdened by ' 
.seasons, and wmle ~sunga 783yards, eight yards better their continuing fathlrs to its tG  $ G 
,UI|.D.acK L,a.rry (.;son,a. ,ou.u  ou, . .  ~ar~. ana than wnat he managed over ;ive up to expectations, find ~ I Fri. Nov. 30-6pmto9pmsat .  Dec. 1 9 am t 9 ....... ,I ' commuing big. a.maz!ng mr~ one.yara mucn own ~. e l~t two full seasons with th mselves ne ding help to 
come uacx;.comumeo m.tn.e v,,,,,s~o ~ew xork Giants. reach the playoffs. 
sec0na .au T.ursaay nlg.t ~ ] IV -- 1 " " V - -  o -  pm I i to rally Miami to a 39-24 /~ '~IQ-M~.M fM l~ I - - I  a~tL ]k |  ~&71 1~ i , 
NaUona] ~ootb~ii League .IL ~./.IL JL ~I,~Ij, YC; .K .KK .~IL r . j .  ~ [] • • ,~ 
victory over New England . . . . . . . .  - -~  " " .- . . . . . , . . , . i  
Patriots. . Terrace_ l-lote~. ,eat .p.nrey'.s, first goal and game five minutes later, and i 
The ~-~ r~, .~ . . . . . . .  ., ~c~wan GM 5.4 Tnur~ay wagner stally gave Terrace at 11"05 H h . . . . .  v . . .  ' . ump ray got the ~ in the  
'-.,---'--" '^ .,,©,- .  ., ame,,~, mercialnight in HockeyTerraCeLeagueC°m" secondthe leadperiod.going into the winnerThe win' ' left Terrace' Hotel I , ,  Skeena Mall ": Conference East title since 
1974 - -  Csonka's 1 action w~th Cary Humphrey i • l ~¢..,. ~,a.,.. ,~tu,y~e'~r again getting two goals to . .McEwan took a 3-2 lead ~n second..place_with ..13 
--.--.:~ ..~.-. .... ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ooa tt,~ *,,o,~ - Into the third uerlod and .points, elgnt oenlna me I ~ ~-'~"~ ~- / -~ "~ '~ 'A"~t~ ~ ~ "  
~ooma, League. "~'~.-'~,.-'~:"',- . . . . . . . . .  stretched it to "4 2 bef,~.o league.leading Terrace - ,, .r'-umlam©.v IIUU Aerrace " .-,~ It felt like old Umes, ...... , . . . . . . .  utvin~ Un tl,~,~o *~.;.a ~....., Chrysler Juveniles who are Griese • ,, novels 111'81[ goal ana the o- ~. v . . . . .  ,-..'v,;,svu said, the linemen • oals undefeated and have been ~ ~ ~ " ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o i winner, and assisted on g to lose the game. .!pen g the holes, Zonk in . . . .  ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Adkins and Darr,,I ~o-~ tied only once. Skeena Hotel 
~:re~T]~:i~)~lba~kw~ d ~:inerr~adWa'~a I an~lK:n ~ were the seeo~l-l~errod ~We~elrdd wihthasnl"s~xPOi:n ~ 
very reminiscent of the assist for the Hotel team. scorers and Rick Lewis gave McEwan five. 
championship teams." Rick Lewis and Tom Adklns them the two-goal lead at 19 
each ad a goal and an assist seconds of the third before Next game In the Corn- 
The NFL season continues for McEwan. Terrace came on to w in ,  mercial league is Saturday 
Sunday with Cincinnati night when the Chrysler 
Bengals at Pittsburgh McEwan's Ron Lewis Murray Hill started the Juveniles meet McEwan at 
Steelers, Houston Oilers at opened the scoring at3:49of Hotel team at 3:46 of the the Terrace arena. Game 
Cleveland Browns, Atlanta the first period, but Hum- third. Don Clifford tied the time will be 8:30 p,m. . 
Chargers, Falcon at Denver SanBroncos Diego Basketba l l  games get WORKERS' 
at Buffalo Bills, Chicago 
Bears at Tampa Bay Buc. 
caneers, Detroit Lions at closer in Terrace 
Philadelphia Eagles, Green assn .  COMPENSATION----" " - - - -  " -  - - - - -  - .  Bay Packers at Washington Redskins, New York Giants Two close games were Seasons, and Skeena Hotel Kings, while Dale Prest 
at Dallas Cowboys, Min. played in the Terrace Men's got 20 each from Bob Rafter scored 35 and Dave Crawley 
nesota Vikings at Los Basketball  Association and Joe Prokopchuk. got 16 for Ev's, 
Angeles Rams, San Frdn. Thursday night as All The late game saw a 43- 
cisco '49era at St, Louis Seasons edged Skeena Hotel point performance, Kluss's Next basketball action is 
Cardinals, SeatUe Seahawks 72-70 and Kluss and Sons Willie Chemko get over. Sunday at 2 p,m. when the 
at Kansas City Chiefs and scored a last.second basket shadowed by a two-point Terrace league's ailstars 
Baltimore Colts at New Yank to bentley's Clippers 98-97. game by Steve Ross. Ross meet the KiUmat Teachers 
got his only basket of the in a Northern Winter Games 
Jets. In theearlygame, Doug game atthebuzzertogive playoff at Skeena Junior NOT USING IT Oakland RaidersvisitNew McKay got 33 and Mike Kluss the win. Dave Met- Secondary School In 
night. Orleans Saints Monday Ireland got 23 for All meier got 25 as well for Terrace. 
Miami coach Don Shula 
benched GrieselastSundsy MESS advances in prov COULD T for the first time ever, but • 
Griese came in and threw 
=o,do o vo l leybal l  tournament  lead a 28-24 victory at Baltimore after starter Don 
Strockwaskalockedoutbya TRAIL, B.C. (CP) -- Four Kitimat, Duchess Park 0, Prince George Polars, l~t Y O U R  B U S I N E S S  tackler. Thursday night, schools were undefeated Prince George, Dawson year's champion, dropped 
Strock couldn't find his after play Thursday in the Creek and Port Coquitlam. into the consolation round 
receivers, and at the half, British Columbia high school Those schools each won two with a 1-2 record, while Trail 
was knocked out with three the Dolphins trailed 17-13, boys' provincial AA round- matches and lost one in first- straight losses. "At halftime, we felt the robin volleyball chain, day play, 
whole season rode on the pionship, A BUNDLEe second half," sai  Shula. "I 
made the decision to give Richmond, KLO of 
Bob a chance to win the Kelowna, Maple Ridge and 
game," Oak Bay each won three 
After the second.half matches to qualify for the 
kickoff, Grlese moved the championship round Sat- With all the other problems could be many times that of 
Dolphins 78 yards m nine urday in the 16-team tonrna- o f  operating a small business, it's compensation coverage. 
plays, capping the drive with ment. 
a38-yard scoring pass toNat Four other teams qualified sometimes easy to put off or Don't risk it. A simple phone 
Moore. Then, as he did in the for the championship round ask us  about you, overlook the responsibility of call or visit to any W.C.B. office will 
Super Bowl years of the -- Mount Elizabeth of 
The Military Career Counsellor with ensuring that your business is give you all the information you 
~ ~  8 ~ f __5 __~~k~ ,.e Ca.adia. Forces Uob,,e ,.,o,ma,,o. Un,, protected by the ~orkers' need about compulsory or elective 
CanabouthelpyourYOU future.t° makelnimportantthe wide rangedecisi°nSof Compensation Board. coverage.  You'l l  f ind that, for a 
o~.o.tu.~t~es o. ~ed ~ th~ Ca.ad~a. ~orce~, And that could be one of small cost, you can buy a big piece you may find just what you're looking for, And 
you'll be paid to learn a trade, the most expensive omissions of "peace of mind". 
Talk to yOU ever made. 
tickets good for se,.o..~ BOB WHIPPS  Because, if one of your EMPLOYEES: if you're not sure 
workers is involved in an on- about your (:overage. discuss 
Military Career Counsellor the-job accident, you would this ad with your employer 
THE MOBILE INFORMATION UNIT be liable for the entire or call the Assessment 
will visit cost of his injuries and Department in your nearest TERRACE on Wednesday, $ 
December rehabilitation~a cost that W.C.B. office. 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
from ~:00 AM to 3:00 PM WORKERS' cOmPENSATION BOARD 
O~ OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
~ _ There's no fife like it. s~5 H~,,.,o, S, ,., ,  v,,.~o,,.o, ~C WZ ~L~ To,op,~o,,~ ~ 0~,, ~,,,~ 04 S0~ 
~,'~e" me Canadian Armed Forces 
II 
